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Reapportionment. Assembly Districts-Referendum Statute 
Official Title and Summary Prepared by the Attorney General 
REAPPORTIONMENT. ASSEMBLY DISTRICTS. REFERENDUM STATUTE. A "yes" vote approves, a "no" vote 
rejects, a statute (Chapter 537) enacted by 1981 Legislature revising the boundaries of the 80 Assembly districts and 
adopting other provisions relating to redistricting and placing an initiative or referendum on the ballot. Summary of 
Legislative Analyst's estimate of net state and local government fiscal imp ... ct: Approval would not affect state or local 
costs. Rejection, which would require establishment of new Assembly districts in 19&3, would result in state costs of 
$400,000 and county costs of $650,000. 
FINAL VOTE CAST BY THE LEGISLATURE ON AB 300 (PROPOSITION 12) 
Assembly-Ayes, 45 Senate-Ayes, 23 
Noes, 35 Noes, 16 
Analysis by the Legislative Analyst 
Background: 
The State Constitution requires the Legislature to 
adjust the boundary lines of the 80 State Assembly dis-
tricts every 10 years, in the year following the federal 
census. This process is known as "reapportionment" or 
"redistricting." Its primary purpose is to establish As-
sembly districts which are reasonably equal in popula-
tion, consistent with the equal protection provisions of 
the State and Federal Constitutions (the one person, 
one vote concept). The State Constitution provides that 
the districts shall be "single-member" and composed of 
contiguous territories, numbered consecutively com-
mencing at the northern boundary of the state and 
ending at the southern boundary. In forming the dis-
tricts, the integrity of cities, counties, and geographical 
regions must be respected to the extent possible with-
out violating other constitutional requirements. 
Following the 1980 federal census, the Legislature 
enacted Cpapter 537 (AB 300), Statutes of 1981, which 
revised the boundaries of the 80 Assembly districts. In 
addition, Chapter 537 required that in order to be 
placed on the ballot for presentation to the voters at a 
statewide special election, a referendum must be quali-
fied at least 131 days before the election. It also allowed 
the Legislature to deposit any redistricting maps it has 
developed with the Secretary of State in order to facili-
tate the interpretation of redistricting plans. Finally, 
the measure specified that each house of the Legisla-
ture shall be a party in any judicial action involving 
redistricting. 
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Proposal: 
This referendum allows the voters to approve or re-
ject the Assembly reapportionment statute adopted in 
1981 by the Legislature. 
If the statute is approved, the Assembly districts es-
tablished by the act would remain unchanged until 
1991, when the Legislature would be required to estab-
lish new boundaries for the districts, based on the re-
sults of the 1990 federal census. 
If the statute is rejected, the Assembly districts estab-
lished by the act would be used only for the primary 
and general elections in 1982. In 1983, the Legislature 
would be required to adopt new boundaries for the 
districts which would remain unchanged until 1991. 
The California Supreme Court, in a recent decision in-
volving this statute, stated that if the voters reject the 
statute the new districts would have to be "essentially 
different" from the old districts. 
F'iscal Effect: 
Approval of this stahlte would not affect state or local 
costs. 
Rejection of this statute would require the Legisla-
ture to establish new Assembly districts in 1983 and 
would make ineffective the other provisions of the stat-
ute. The State General Fund costs associated with es-
tablishing new Assembly distcicts would be approxi-
mately $400,000. Counties would incur one-time costs of 
approximately $650,000 to develop new precinct maps 
and related election materials for the districts. 
Text of Proposed Law 
This law proposed by Assembly Bill 300 (Statutes of 1981, Chapter 
537) is submitted to the people as a referendum in accordance with 
the provisions of Article II, Section 9 of the Constitution. 
This proposed law expressly amends, repeals and adds existing sec-
tions of the Elections Code; therefore, the provisions proposed to be 
deleted are printed in smkestlt ~ and new provisions propos!C'd to 
be inSerted or added are printed in italJc type to indicate thaf they 
are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
SEC,'TION 1. Section 3514 of the Elections Code is amended to 
r€'2d: 
3514. :Somithstanding any other provision of law, no initiative or 
referendum shall be placed un a statewide special election ballot 
which qualifies Jess than 131 days before the date of the election. 
This section stall apply to allY referendum certified by thf' Secre· 
tary oEState after September 1, 198J. 
SEC. 2. Chapter 1 (comP1enci",g with Section 300(0) of Division 
18 of the Elections Code is repealed. 
SEC. 3. Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 30000) is added to 
Division 18 of the Elections Code, tc read: 
. CHAPTER 1. GENEllAL 
300()O. Any maps describing the boundaries of the districts, as 
contained in this division, which have been prepared by the Legisla-
ture or a committee of the Legislature in connection with the enact-
ment of this di~ision may be deposited with the Secretary of State in 
order to illustrate the bOlwdary lines set forth in this division. Maps 
deposited with the Secretary oiState pursuant to this section may be 
used by the Secretary of State and the several county clerks for pur-
poses of assisting in the interpretation of this division and to facilitate 
the Secretary of State and the county clerks in their administrative 
functions involved in the conduct of elections. 
30001. j;..'j house of the Legislature shall be a proper piITl}' to, 
and, if not originally named as a party, shall have the right to inter-
vene in, any action involving the validity or application of any statute 
which provides for changes in the boundaries of any legislative dis-
tricts of Members of that particular house. 
SEC. 4. Chapter 2 (commencing \\<ith Section 30(10) of Division 
18 of the Elections Code is repealed. 
SEC. 5. Chapter 2. (commencing with Section 30(10) is added to 
Division 18 of the Elections Code, to read: 
CHAPTER 2. ASSEMBLY DISTRICTS 
30010. It is the wtcnt of the LeLdslature in the enactment of this 
chapter to implement the provisio;;s of Article ¥XI of thf! California 
Constitution. 
If any census tract, block, block group. or enumeration distnd is 
omit+ed, listed more than once, or is only partially provided for, it is 
the intent of the Legislature that the districts be defined in SULYl a 
manner as to not omit any area of California from a district and to 
comply with the standard of Article ITI of the California Constitu-
tion requiring that districts be reasonably equal. 
30011. For purposes of this chllpter, refe. 'ences to "CT" shall mean 
"censllS tract'; as that demographic unit is established by the United 
States Bureau of the Census for the 1980 census as described by maps 
and publicatiop-s of the bureau. References to "Block'; "Blocks'; 
"Block Groups'; "Enumerabon District'; or "Enumeration Dis-
tricts'; refer to those demographic units as established by the United 
States Census Bureau for the 1980 census as described by maps rmd 
publJcations of the bureall. 
In addition, any reference to a "city," "city boundaries, ,. or "city 
limits" shall refer to the bolwdaries or limits of the pilIticuiar city as 
they existed on April 1, 1980. 
Assembly District 1: Assembly District 1 shall consi5t of the follow-
ing whole colmties: Glenn, Lassen, Modoc, PiWIl8S., Shasta, Siskl:vou, 
TehamB. Trinit;~ together with the part of Butte County contained 
within the followillg whole censUs tracts: CT 14,CT 15, CT 16, GT 34, 
CT 35, CT 36. 
Assembly District 2: Assembly DIStrict 2 shall comist of the follow-
ing whole COWl ties: Del Norte, Humboldt, Mendocino, together with 
the part of Sonoma County contained within the following wbole 
'census tracts: CT 1529.01, GT 1530.01, CT 1530.02, CT 1530.03, CT 
1530.04, CT lS31, CTs 1532 through 1543. 
Assembly District 3: Assembly DistnCt -1 shall consist of the follow-
ing whole counties: Colusa, Nevada, Sierra, Sutter, Yuba, together 
~n·th the part of Butte County contained within the follol+in{; whoie 
census tracts: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, CT 4, CT 5, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, CT 9, 
CT 10, CT 11, CT 12, GT 13, CT 17, CT 18, CT 19, CT 2.1, CT 21, GT 
~CT~CTUCT~CT.CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~ 
CT 32, CT33. 
Assembly District 4: Assembly District"; ,-hali cunsist of the Hhole 
C'ounty of Solano, together Hith the rart of YaJo COWltl· cont11111ed 
within tbe [ollol+ing whole census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts· CT lOJ.01, CT 102.01, CT 102.02, CT fOJ. CT 
~CT~~CT~mCT~~CT~MCT~~CTm02, 
CT 106. OJ, CT 106JJ4, CT W7. 01, CT 10702. 
Assem bly District 5. A "sembly District 5 shall cOllsisl of Li]e part of 
!:>acrarnento COllnty contained within tht? follol+ing whole iilld p.~rtia1 
census tracts; 
Whole Census Tmcts: CT 72.01, CT 72.02, CT 72.03, CT 72.04. CT 
74.02, CT74.03, G174.04, CT7406, CT74.07, CT74.08, CT8001, CT 
80.03, CT 81.02, CT 81.03, CT 81.05, CT B1.06, CT B1.07, CT BUJ8, CT 
81.09, CT B1.10, CT 81.11, CT 81.12, CT 82.02, CT 82.03, CT 82.~ G"T 
82JJ5. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 59.01-That portion contaiIled within the 
following Blocks: 101, lO2, 104, 106, 107, 110, 111, 112, 115, 119, 120, 121, 
122,123,124,125,126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134,204, 2M, 206, 
207, 208, 209,210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 221, 222, 223, 
229,230, 231, 232, and 233; CT 64-That portion contained within the 
[olloi-ling Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 1M 106, 107, 108,204,207, 208, 216, 
218, 219, 220, 221, 601, 605, 610, 613, and 614; CT 65-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 1OJ, 105,106, 108, J09, 
110, Ill, 120, 121, 50.5, 509, 510. 511, 515, and 516; CT67-ThMportioIl 
contained 1+7·thin the following Blocks: 101, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 111, 
li2, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 1~ 126, 127, 129, 140, 141, 
142, 143, 144, 145, 146, and 148; CT 74.09--ThM portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 342, 343, 349, 350, 351, 352, 362, 36.3, 401. 
402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 501. 502, 503, 504, 
505, 506, 507, 508, and 509; CT 7S-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 1M 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, m_m __ 206,207, __ ~_~~_m~
410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 41/5, 416, 417, 418, 419, 501, 502, 503,510,520, 601, 
602, 701, 702, 703, 704, 7M 706, 707, 708, 709, and 710; CT 76-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 102,104,105, 106, 107, 
m~mm~m~m~~m~mcrm~ 
That portion contained within the folloaing Blocks: .. 102, 303, 305, m 
312, 3J3, 314, 3/.5, 316, 317, JI8, 319, 320, 321, 322, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 
408,411,412, 413, 414, 415, 416.: 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, -W7. and 
428; CT 79.02-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
102, 103, 104, 105,lO'i, 107, 108, 109,110, 111, 112, 114, 115, 116, 117; 118, 
119,120,121,122, 123, 124, 125, 1.128, 129.202, 203, 2~ 205, 206, 207, 
__ ~mmm~~~m22O,m== __ 
604,606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 620, 621, 631, 701, 702, 703, 705, 706, 709, 710, 
711, 712, 717, 720, 721, 722, 723, 724, 725, 726, 727, 728, 7:?9, 730, 731, 732, 
733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, and 739;CT 8O.04-That porb·on contained 
within the following Blocks: 207, 209, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 220, 306, 
,107, 309, 311,312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 401, 402, 403, 
404,405,406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 701, 702, 7G.'J 
706, 707, 708, 709, 7/0, 711, and 712; togetller with tbe parr of Placer 
COllnty co;;tilined within the following whole censlls tracts: CT 2m 
CT_CTQcr~~cr~02,cr~mCT~CT_CT 
209, cr 210, CT 211, CT 215 . 
A:,sembly Distnd 6: Assembly District 6,shall consist of the part ol 
Sacramento Count;· contained within the following whole and parb"al 
census tracts: 
Wbole Census Tracts: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, CT 4, CT 15, GT 1f, CT 17, 
CT 19, CT 28, cr 29, CT 30, CT 31.01, G131.02, CT 32.02, GT :15.01, 
CT~02,CT~CT~CT38,CT~CT"~CT"02,cr~cr 
46.01, CT 4602, CT 47, cr 52.01, CT 52.02, CT 52.03, CT 54.01, CT 
54.02, CT 55.0:;, CT 55.04, CT 56.01, CT 56.02, CT 57.01, CT 57.02, CT 
M~CT~02,CT~02,CT~CTmCT~CT~mcr~05,CT 
90, CT 91.01, CT 91.02, CT 91.03, CT 91.04. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 13-That portioa contained withir; the 
following Blocks: 101,102,103,104,105,106.107, IfJ8, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
113,114,115,116, 117, 118, 119. 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207,:2f.Je_ 
210,211, 212, 213, 214, and 215; GT 14-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 
112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118,201,202, lL, _ 205, 206, 207, 208,_ 
Continued 0.'1 page 69 
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CJ 4 Reapportionment. Assembly Districts-Referendum Statute 
Argument in Favor of Proposition 12 
We urge you to vote YES on Proposition 12 to ensure 
that all Californians are properly represented in the 
Assembly and to uphold the fair and constitutional As-
sembly redistricting plan which was passed by both 
houses of the Legislature and signed by the Governor. 
The Assembly redistricting plan-Assembly Bill 300 
-.;as adopted after extensive statewide hearings and 
reflects the various suggestions received from the pub-
lic. The prbcess of drawing district lines in a state as 
diverse as California is necessarily a difficult one. Any 
reasonable plan must equitably balance strong, compet-
ing interests with the ultimate goal of providing the 
public with the best opportunity to affect the govern-
mental process. AB 300 is such a plan.' 
Here are some facts to consider in casting your vote 
on this important measure: 
1. This plan is one which meets the constitutional test 
of one person--one vote, which is so essential to 
our system of democracy. It repeals the old, out-
dated districts which have large disparities in 
population and which are clearly unconstitutional. 
For example, under the old plan, there are 530,643 
people in the 76th District (San Diego County) 
and only 224,488 in San Francisco's 16th District. 
Under the new plan, the difference between the 
smallest and largest districts is less than 4 percent. 
2. In its final form, this plan reflects the testimony of 
many groups and individuals representing the 
diversity of California. Significantly, this plan wa<: 
also submitted to and approved by the u.s. De-
partment of Justice. 
3. In response to numerous lawsuits, the State Su-
preme Court recently held that the districts set 
out in this plan should be used for the 1982 elec-
tions, since the old, outdated districts are inade-
quate, unconstitutional and do not serve the public 
interest. 
It would be unfortunate if false concerns raised about 
this plan were to outweigh fundamental, constitutional 
guarant{)es such as equality of representation. 
AB 300 is a fair and solid redistricting plan. We again 
urge your YES vote. 
RICHARD ALATORRE 
Member of the Assembly, 55th District 
EDMUND G. "PAT" BROWN, SR. 
Former Govemor of California 
DIANNE FEINSTEIN 
Mayor, City 81ld County of S81l Fr8I1cisco 
Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 12 
, BY REJECTING PROPOSITION 12, YOU WILL no stand on the merits of this or any other redistricting 
NOT BE RESTORING THE OLD, OUTDATED AS- plan. . 
SEMBLY DISTRICTS. INSTEAD, YOU WILL BE • The California Supreme Court imposed this plan 
FORCINC THE POLITICIANS TO DRAW NEW DIS- for 1982 by a slim one-vote margin in a decision that 
TRICTS THAT ARE FAIR AND CONSTITUTIONAL. "was almost certainly a political one," according to one 
The arguments made in support of the Assembly 
reapportionment plan are distorted and misleading. 
For example: 
• The plan is not the result of "extensive statewide 
hearings." It was not even seen until one week before 
its final passage. The "hearings" on this and the other 
reapportionment plans were held in a small room off 
the Assembly floor. 
• The plan fails the constitutional test of "one person 
-one vote." The plan was so riddled with errors when 
passed that more than 50,000 people in one county were 
left without Assembly representation. 
• The U.S. Justice Department "approved" the plan 
only for its effect on a limited number of voters in four 
of our smallest counties. The federal government takes 
CalifOl::nia newspaper. At no time did the court pretend 
the Assembly reapportionment plan was "in the public 
interest." 
• THE PLAN IGNORES NATURAL COMMUNI-
TIES, FRAGMENTS CITIES AND COUNTIES, AND 
PLAYS POLITICAL GAMES WITH YOUR RIGHT TO 
FAIR REPRESENTATION IN THE ASSEMBLY. IT 
DESERVES DEFEAT. 
Vote "NO" on Proposition 12 and put an end to reap-
portionment games played at your expense. 
GERALD R. FORD 
Former President of the United States 
ROBERT F. KANE 
Retired Jusb'ce, California Court of Appeals 
SHIRLEY N. PETTIS 
Retired Congresswoman 
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Reapportionment. Assembly Districts-Referendum Statute 
Argument Against Proposition 12 
The respected California Poll recently found that 80 
percent of all California voters disapprove of the Legis-
lature's arrogant manipulation of our reapportionment 
process. 
A look at the new districts created by this year's As-
sembly .reapportionment plan shows why. 
As the Sacramento Union noted, "the Assembly plan 
avoids the chief element of any 'fair' reapportionment 
plan-the creation of balanced, competitive seats. It 
attempts to determine the outcome of next years elec-
tions and those for the remainder of the decade in ad-
vance. 
The big losers under the Assembly reapportionment 
plan are California voters, whose best interests Were 
totally ignored by politicians scrambling to increase 
their own political power. 
The Assembly plan is so abusive that it has been 
roundly criticized by nearly every newspaper, !'adio 
and television station in the state. 
Fortunately, California voters enjoy a constitutional 
right to reject any law enacted by the Legislature, in-
cluding the Assembly reapportionment plan. The plan 
is an abuse of power and should be rejected because: 
• The plan ignores comtitutional requirements to 
protect the integrity of city, county and regional 
boundaries. Districts have been drawn from one 
part of the state to another, fragmenting cities and 
counties, while linking voters who have virtually 
nothing in common . 
• The plan was drawn to protect incumbent politi-
cians, both Republican& ar>d Democrats, at the di-
rect expense of voters and two-party competition. 
• The plan was drafted in secret, then rushed through 
the Legislature without fair public hearings. The 
plan was so hastily drafted that it contained 277 
errors requiring 434 changes after it became law. 
• The plan puts ?olitics above fairness, and partisan 
self-interest above good government. 
In response to the gross unfairness of this year s As-
sembly reapportionment plan, over 900,()()() California 
voters signed referendum petil"ions to put Proposition 
12 on the ballot. By voting ''no'' on Proposition 12, you 
can reject this unfair plan and put an end to "politics as 
usual. " 
A "no" vote is the only way to nullify this bad legisla-
tion and to protect yourself and all the people of Cali-
fornia against its unjust effects. The politicians have 
flagrantly abused our reapportionment process by 
putting themselves ahead of the public's best interests. 
Your "nu.': vote on Proposition 12 will eventually lead 
to the creation of new Assembly districts that are fair 
and reasonably drawn. 
Vote "no" on Proposition 12 and help make reappor-
tionment a process that serves people, not politiCians . 
· , 
GERALD R. FORD 
Former President of the United States 
ROBERT F. KANE 
Retired Justice, CaliFornia Court of Appeals 
SHIRLEY N. PETTIS 
Retired Congresswoman 
Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 12 
The opponents of Proposition 12 don't want reform; 
they want revenge. The real opponents of Propocition 
12 are not the people of California, but 2 handful of 
disgruntled politicians and their big mon~y backers. 
The oppoHents don't want to talk about the hard 
facts: 
1. The Constitution requires that Assembly Jistricts 
minjmize the division of cities. The AS.5embly plrn 
splits only 5 percent of those cities within Assem-
bly districts and reunites 12 cities which were 
previously divided. 
2. The Constitution requires that reapportionment 
minimize the division of counties into Assembly 
districts. The Assembly plan divides only eight of 
those counties which are smaller than an A;,~enlblv 
district. . 
3. The opponents don't want to talk about the fact 
that the new districts meet the strict population 
requirements of cne person, one vote; nor do they 
mention that the U.S. Justice Department has cer-
tifled the Assembly plan for compliance with the 
Voting Rights Act. 
The opponents of Proposition 12 don't want to di~('tJss 
the facts, because they have invest~d over a million 
dollars of political money to confuse the public. They 
hope that out vf this confusion the constitutional actions 
of the Legislature will be thwarted and they will have 
a chance to carve up the state to suit themselves. The 
real opponents to Proposition 12 are the few politicians 
who masterminded the referendum to cheat the public 
out of equal repi'esentation. 
Don't be misled. A "yes" vote means cqua~ represen-
tation; a "no" vote means a step bach'iard. 
RICHARD ALATORRE 
J.Jember o[ the Assembly, 55th District 
EDMUND G. "PAT" BROWN, SR. 
Fomler Goyernor cE California 
DIANNE H;INSTEIN 
jVayor, City and County of SaIl Francisco 
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of Raymond Avenue; CT 115.02-That portion of CT l1!5.OP east of 
State College Boulevard; CTs 116.01 through 116.02; Cis 117.12 
through 117.13; CT74O.03; CTs 740.05 through 741.04; CTs 742 thro'lgh 
744.03; CTs 745.01 through 749.02; CT 75(J.Oi-Thal portion of CT 
";0.01 south of Washington A venue and west of Main Street; GT 
;0.02; CT 751-That portion of CT 751 south of Civic Center Drive; 
CTs 752.01 through 752.02; CT759.01-Thatportion ofGT759.01 west 
of Shaffer Street; CT 760-That portion of CT 760 north of La Veta 
A venue and east of Main Strcet; CT 761.01-That portion of CT 761.01 
east of North Main Street and that portion bounded by Palm Drive, 
Maple A venue and North Main Street; CT 761.03; CT 762.04; CTs 
863.01 through 863.03; CTs 865.01 through 868.02; CT 869.01; CTs 
869.03 through 992.03; CT 992.1.1; C;,'s r:94.10 through 994.11; CTs 
996.01 through 996.02; CTs 996.04 through 99803; CTs 999.02 through 
999.04. 
Senate District 33: Sfmate District 33 shall consist of the part o[ the 
County of Los Angeles contained in the following whole and partial 
census tracts: LF 5O:22-That portion located within the city limits of 
the City of Sante Fe Springs; CT 5023-That portion lOcated within 
the city limits of the City of SdIlta Fe Springs; CTs 5027 through 
5032.02, <ixcapt that portion ol CT 5029.02 located within the city 
limits of the City of Whittier; CT 5033.02; GT 5035.01-That portion 
located outside the city limits 0/ the City of Whittie."'; CT 5041.01-
That portion located within the city limits of the City of Sante Fe 
Springs; CT 5041.02; CTs 5500 through 5534; CTs 5540 through 5552.01; 
CTs 57(XJ.01 through 5700.03; CT 5706-Thatportion located within 
the city limits of the City of Lakewood; CTs 5707.01 through 5711.02,' 
CTs 5713 through 5714; CT 5715.01-That portion located within the 
city limits of the City of Lakewood, together with the part of the 
County of Orange contained in the following whole census tracts: CT 
868.03; CT 869.02; CTs 1100.01 through 1100.05; CTs 1100.10 through 
1100.11; CTs 1100.13 through 1106.04. 
Senate District 34: Senate District 34 shall consist 0: the part of Los 
Angeles County contained in the following whole census tracts: CT 
4017.01-That portion within the city limits of the City of Pomona; CT 
4017.02; CTs 4021.01 through 4032; CT 4033.11; CT 4033.13-That por-
tion within the city limits of the City of Pc>mona; CT 4088, together 
with the part of San Bernardino County contained in the following 
'vhole census tracts: CTs 1 through 7; CTs 10 through 19; CTs 21 
.'trough 72; CT 74.02; CTs 76 throu/:;h 77. 
Senate District 35: Senate District 35 shall consist of parts of the 
County of Orange contained in the follOwing whole and partial census 
tracts: CTs 15.05 through 17.02,' CT 110--That portion ofCT 110 Tlot 
contained in Senate District 32; CT l1~Tl1at portion of CT 112 not 
contained in Senate District 32; CT 113-That portion of CT 113 not 
contained in Senate District 32; CT 114.01; CT 114.0~That portion 
oECT 114.02 not contained in Senate District 3Z; CT 115.01; CT 115.02 
-That portion of CT 115.02 not contained in Senate Distnct 32;CTs 
117.07 through 117.11; CTs 117.14 through 117.18; CT 21807; CTs 
218.10 through 218.11; CTs 218.13 through 219.06; Lis 219.08 through 
219.09; CT (524.06; CTs 525.01 through 525.10; CTs 626.10 through 
626.16; CIs 631.01 through 633; C'Ts 63fW1 :hrough 636.02,' CTs 637 
through 639.08; CT 740.04; CT 741.05; CT 744.04; CT 750'01-That 
portion of CT 750.01 not contained in Senate District 32;. CT 751-
That portion of CT 751 not contained in Senate District 32; CTs 753.01 
, through 758.10; CT 759.02; CT 759.01-That portion of CT 759.01 not 
contained in Senate District 32; CT 760-That portion of CT 760 not 
Proposition 12-Text-Continued from page 49 
210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, and 219; CT lS-That portion 
conWned within the following Blocks: 102, 103, 104, 105, 112, 113, 114, 
115, 201, 202, 203, 204, 207, 215, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 
310,311,312, 313, 314, 315, .J16, 317, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 401, 402, 
403,404,405, 4OtJ, 407, 408, 409, 110, 411, 412, 509, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 
~ 608, 609, 611, 612, 617, 618, 619, and 620,' CT 53-That portion 
contained within Blocks 915 and 918,' CT 69-That portion contained 
within the follOwing Blocks: 201, 202, 220, and 221; CT 76-That por-
tion contained within the following Blocks: 112, 113,220, 221, 222, 223, 
224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236,237, 238, 239, 
240, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 318, 319. 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 401, 402, 
!()3, 404, 405, 406, 407, and 408; CT 79.01-That portioIl contained 
·.vithin the followiIlg Blocks: 307, 308, 309, 401, 502, 503, 504, 507, 508, 
509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 518, 519, 520, 521, 524, 525, 526, 527, 
and 528; CT 79.0~That portion cOIltained within the following 
Blocks: {j()1, 602, 603, 605, 622, 623, 624, 625, 626, 627, 628, 629, and 630; 
contained in Senate District 32; CT 761.02,' CT 7S1.01-That portiv.'1 
uf CT 761.01 not contained in Senate District 32; CTs 762.01 through 
762.02; CTs 762.05 through 762.08; CTs 863.04 through 864.07; IT 
992.04; CT 992.12; CTs 992.22 through 992.35; CT 1106.05. 
Senate District 36: SeIlate District 36 shall consist of the part of the 
COU'lty of Riverside contained iII the following whole census tracts: 
CTs 301 through 426; CTs 427.04 through 431, except that porb'on of 
CT 427.04 located within the city limits of the City of Hemet; CT 
435.01-That portion located outsiq.e the hound aries of the Clty of 
Hemet; CTs 435.02 through 436; CTs 438.03 through 443; CT 444-
That portion located within the boundaries of the City of Palm 
Springs and EDs 543, 544, 545A, and 545B; CTs 445.01 through 462. 
Senate District 37.· Senate District 37 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Orange contained in the follOwing whole census tracts: CT 
320.10; CTs 421.01 through 423.06; CTs 423.09 throug.fJ. 423.14; CTs 
626.04 through 626.07; CTs 626.17 through 626.20; CTs 626.23 throug.fJ. 
630.08; CTs 634 through 635; CT636.03; CTs 992.14 through 992.20; 
CTs 992.36 through 994.04; CTs 994.05 through 994.06; CTs 994.12 
through 995.08; CTs 996.03 through 996.05; CTs 1100.06 through 
1100.08; CTll00.12, togeth,-.r with the part of the County of Riverside 
contained in the following whole and partial census tracts: CTs 427.02 
through 427.03; CT 427.04-That portion located within the hounda-
ries of the City of Hemet; CTs 432 through 435.01, except that portion 
of CT 435.01 outside the hound aries of the City of Hemet; CT 444, 
except that portion located within the hound aries of the City of Palm 
Springs and EDs 543, 544, 545A, and 545B, together with the part of 
the County of San Diego contained in the following whole census 
tracts: CT 155; CT 168.02 through 168.03; CTs 168.04 through 169; CTs 
170.07 through 170.11; CTs 187 through 191.02; CT 192.02; CT 207.03-
Except that portion within the houndaries of the City of Escondido; 
CTs 208 through 209.01; CTs 212.01 through 212.02. 
Senate District 38: Senate District 38 shall consist of the part of the 
County of San Diego contained in the following whole ceIlSUS tracts: 
CTs 77 through 85.10; CTs 85.12 through 87.01; CTs 90 through 91.04; 
CTs 170.05 through 170.06; CTs 170.12 through 186.05; CT 192.01; CTs 
193 through 207.01; CT 207.04. 
Senate District 39: Senate District 39 shall consist of the whole 
Countyof/mperial, together with the part of the County of San Diego 
contained in the following whole and partial census tracts: CTs 1 
through 7; CTs 9 through 13; CTs 19 through 20.02; CT 28.01; CT 29.01; 
CT 57; CTs 59 through 61; CTs 65 through 76; CT 85.11; CTs 87.02 
through 89; CTs 91.05 through 99.01; CT l(){}.07-That portion located 
outside the houndarie.~ of the City of San Diego; CTs 106.01 through 
113; CTs 135.01 through 137; CTs 145 through 154.04; CTs 156.01 
through 167.02; CTs 209.02 through 211; CT 213. 
Senate District 40: Senate District 40 shall consist of the part of the 
CO/mty of San Diego contained in the following wilDie and partial 
census tracts: CT 8; CTs 14 through 18; CTs 21 through 27.06; GT 28.02; 
GTs 29.02 through 56; CT 58; CTs 62 through 64; CFs 99.02 through 
100.06; CT 100.07-That portion located within the city limits of the 
City of San Diego; CTs 101.03 through 105,. CTs 114 through 134.04; 
CTs 138 through 144. 
SEC. 5. If any provision of this act or the application thereof to 
any person 0r circumstance is held invalid, the inva:idity shall not 
affect other provisions or applications of the act which can be given 
effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the 
provisions of this act are severable. 
CT BO.04-That portion contained withiIl the following Blocks: 219, 
221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 704, and 705; CT 89.04-That porb'on con-
tained within the following Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 10..'" 106, 108, 109, 
110,111,112,113,114,115, 117, 118, 119. 125, 126, 201, 202, 203, 205, 206, 
207, 208, 209, 210, 211, a.nd 212; CT 89.06-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 
111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 
129,130,302, 303, 304, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318,319, 320, 321, 
____ m __ mm_m~m_m~
and 341. 
Assembly District 7: Assembly District 7 shall cOIlsist of the follow-
ing whole counb'es: Alpine. Amador, Calaveras, El Dorado, Mono, 
TuoiuInIle, together with the part of Placer County Ilot contained in 
Assembly District 5, and together with the part of Sacramento County 
cOlltained within the follOwing whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 32.01, IT 42.02, CT 42.03, CT 48, CT 49.01, 
CT~02,CT~CT~CTa~CT~CT~CT~CT.CT~ 
CT92, CT94. 
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Partial Census Tracts: CT 43-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 145, 148, 147, 
201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, and 213; CT 
89.04-That portion contained within Block 902; CT 8!}'(}6-T'hat por-
tion contained within the following Blocks: 338 and 339; CT 93.01-
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 
105, 106, 107, 201, 202, 203, 204, 20...'>, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 
214, 215,,216, 217, 218, 301, 302, 305, 911, 912, 913, 914, 915, 916, 917, 932, 
933, and 934; CT 96-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 111, 112, 113, 114, 11/5, 116, 123, 124, 125, 127, 128, 129, l.:Jo, 131, 
201, 202, 203, 205, 206, 207, 208, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 
~m __ m~~~m~_~~~~~ 
345. 
Assembly District 8: Assembly District 8 shall consist of the follow-
ing whole counties: Lake, Napa, together with the part of Sonoma 
County contained within the following whole census tracts: CT 1501, 
CT 1502, CT 1503.01, CT 1503.02, CT 1504, CT 1505, CT 1514, CT 
1515.01, CT 1515.02, CT 1516, CT 1517, CT 1518, CT 1519, CT 1520, CT 
~CT~CT~CT~CT~~CT~02,CT~CT 
1527, CT 1528, CT 1529.02, together with the part of Yolo County 
contained within the follof,f-ing whole census tracts: CT 101.02, CT 
~CT~CT~CTmCT~~~~02,CTmCTm 
CT 115. 
Assemb£v District 9: Assembly District 9 shall consist of the whole 
County of Marin, together with the part of Sonoma County not con-
tained in Assembly District 2 or 8. 
Assembly District 10: Assemb£v District 10 shall consist of the part. 
of Contra Costa County contained within the Following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 3010, CT 3020, CT :J031, CT :J032, CT 3040, 
CT 3050, CT 3060, CT 3071, CT 3072.01, CT 3072.02, CT 3072.03, CT 
3080, CT 3551.02. 
Partial Censlls Tracts: CT 3551.01-T'hat portion contained within 
the following Blocks: l1.6, 117, 118, 119, 120, 202, 203, 204, 299, 901, and 
903, toget.her with the part of San Joaquin County contained within 
the following whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tra-:ts: cr 41.02, CT 42.01, CT 42.02, CT 43.02, CT 
43.03, cr 43.04, CT 44, CT 45, CT 46, CT 47 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 40-That portion contained within Enu-
meration District 10, together with the part of Sacramento County 
contained within the following whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 5, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, CT 9, CT 10, CT 11, 
CT~CT2O,CT~CT.CT~cr24,CT25,CT.CT27,CT 
~CT~CT~CTC~CTC02,CTC03,CT42.~CTM02,CT 
60, CT61, CT62.01, CT62.02, CT63, CT6fi"CT68, CT70.01, CT70.02, 
CTnCTmCT.02,CT~CT~CTM . 
Partial Census Tracts: CT l.:J...-..That pOrtion contained within the 
follOwing Blocks: 301, 302, m 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 
313,314, and 315; CT 14-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 301, 302,:J03, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 
and 315; CT lS-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
501,502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, and 
517; CT 43-That portion contained within the foEowing Blocks: 112, 
113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 1. 123, and 124; CT 53-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 103, 104, 106, 107, 
108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 121, 122, 1~ 124, 125, 
~~~~~~m~~~~202,203,204,205,206, 
207, 208, 209, 301, 302, 304, 305, 916, and 917; CT 59.01--That porbon 
contained within the following Blocks: 225, 227, and 228; CT 64-That 
porb'on contained within the following Blocks: 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 
Q~mm~~~~~m_~_~«~ 
406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 501, 502, 503, 504, 
505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512,513, 514, 520, .521, 522, 523, 524, and 
525; CT ~That portion contained within the following Blocks: 201, 
202,203,204,205,206,207,208,209,~m~m~m~_ 
~_~302,m304,305,306,307,308,m~m~m~ 
~~~_~«~406,407,408,409,~m~m~ 
415, 416, 417, 418, 420, 421, and 422; CT 57-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 
210,211,212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, __ 223, 224, 225, 226, 
__ .mm_m~~m~302,m304,305,306, 
3O'Z 308, m 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 320, 321, 902, 903, 
904, and 906; CT 69-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 101,103,105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 
117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 130, 131, 301,:J03, 304, 306, 307, 308, 309, 
310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 345, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 
407,~~_~ ___ m __ ~~~_~
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454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 462, .J63, 464, 465, 466, 467, 501, 502, 
503,504,505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 5U, 515, 516, 517, 518, 
519, 520, 521, 5. 523, 524, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 621, 
622, and 623; CT 74.09-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 525, 527, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 
614,615, 616, 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 710, 902, 903, ana 
904; £-7 75-That portion contained within the Following Blocks: 504, 
511,512, 513, 514, 516, 51r, 518, 519, 525, 526, 603, 604, 606, 612, 613, 614, 
615, 616, 617, 618, and 619; CT 93.01-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 303, 304, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 
and 324; and together with that portion contained within Enumera-
b'on District 3; CT 96-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 204, 209, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 399, 902, 903, 
905, 908, 909, 912, 914, 916, 919, 921, 9.!JS2, 933, 937, 938, 939, 942, 943, 
944, and 945; and together W'·th that portion contained within Enu-
meration District 3. 
Assembly District 11: Assembly District 11 shall consist of the part. 
of Contra Costa County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 3090, CT 3100, CT 3110, CT 3120, CT 
3131.01, CT 3131.02, CT 3131.03, CT 3132.01, CT 3132.02, CT 3141, CT 
3142, CT3142.99, CT315O, CT3150.99, CT316O, CT3J70, CT318O, CT 
3190, CT 3200.01, CT 3200.02, CT 3200.99, CT 3211.01, CT 3211.03, CT 
3332, CT 3340.01, CT 3340.02, CT 3340.03, CT 3371, CT 3381, CT 
3560.01, CT 3570, CT 3580, CT 3591.01, CT 3591.02, CT 3592.01, CT 
3592.02, CT 3601, CT 3602, CT 3610, CT 3620, CT 3630, CT 3640.01, CT 
3640.02, CT 3650.01, CT 3650.02, CT 3660, CT 3571, CT 3672, CT 3680, 
CT 3690, cr 3709, CT 3710, CT 3720, CT 3730, CT 3740, CT 3750, CT 
3760, CT 3770, CT 3780, CT 3780.99, CT 3790, CT 3800, CT 3810, CT 
3820, CT 3830. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 3211.02-T'hat portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 104,105, 137, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 
209, and 210; CT 321~That porb'on containecl within the following 
Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 
115, 116, 201, 202, 203, 204, 2tJ5, 206, 207, 209, and 217; CT 327~T'hat 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 403, 405, 4d7, 409, 410, 
411,412, 501, 502, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511,513, 514, 515, 516, 
604, 606, 607, 608, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, and 616; CT 331~That 
portion contained within the fvllowing Blocks: 106, 107, 108, 109, 202, 
203,_205,206,207,m302,m304,305,306,mm~~~ 
317,' CT 3320-That portion contained within the Following Blocks: 
101,102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 
119, 120, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 214, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 
307, 308, 309, 310, 312, 401, 404, ~ 406, 407, 408, 410, 411, J1£, 413, 415, 
416, 443,501, 502, 504, 512, 513, 514, and 515; CT 3331-T'hat portion 
contained within the follo~ng Blocks: 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 
111,112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 1.201,202, 203, 204, 
205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213,214,215, 220, 221, _ 223, 224, 
225, 226, _ and.· CT 3350-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 101,102, 103, 105, 106, 107, 108, 111, 112, 113, 114, 116, 
117, 118, 201, 202, 203, and 204; CT 337~T'hat portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 104, 105, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 
114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124,201 202, 204,205,206, 
210, 211, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, _ 221, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 
307, 308, m 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 330, 331, 332, 
333,334,335, and 336; CT 337.:J...-..That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 101, 201, 202, 203, 204, 211, 212, 213, 217, 305, 306, and 
307; CT 3382.01-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
117, 118, 125, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 201, 202, and 206,' CT 355~That 
portion contained within Block 905; CT 3553.01-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 201,202,203,204,205, 206, 207, 208, 
209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 301, 302, m 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, .109, 
310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 403, 405, 406, 407, 501, 502, and 503; GT 
3553.04-That porbon contained within Blocks 502 fll1d 503. 
Assembly District 12: Assembly District 12 shall consist of the part 
of Alameda County contained within the following whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 4001, CT 4002, CT 4003, CT 4004, CT 4011, 
CT 4012, CT 4038, CT 4039, CT 4040, CT 4041, CT 4042, CT 4043, CT 
4044, CT 404..;' CT 4046, CT 4047, CT 4048, CT 4049, CT 4050, £-"T 4051, 
CT 4201, CT 4202, CT 4203, CT 4204, CT 4205, CT 4206, CT 4211, CT 
4212, CT4213, CT4214, CT4215, CT4216, CT4217, CT4218, CT4219, 
CT 4220, CT 4221, CT 4222, CT 4223, CT 4224, CT 4225, CT 4226, CT 
4227, CT 4228, CT 4229, CT 4230, CT 4231, CT 4232, CT 4233, CT 4234, 
CT 4235, CT 4236, CT 4237, CT 4238, CT 4239, CT 4240, CT 4261, CT 
4262. 
Partial Census Tract: CT 4080-That portion contained Itithin the 
following Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 105, 106, and 901; together IIvith the 
part of Contra Costa County contained within the fullowing whole 
?nd partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 3220, CT J23O, CT 3240, CT 3250, CT 3280, 
CT 3290, CT 3300, CT 3361, CT 3362, CT 3560.02, CT 3840, CT 3851, 
cr 3852, cr 3860, CT 3870, CT 3880, CT 3891, CT 3892, CT 3901, cr 
3902, cr 3910, cr 3920. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 3211.02-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 119, 124, 129, 130, and 131; CT 3212-That por-
tion contained within the following Blocks: 211, 212, 213, 215, and 216; 
CT 3260-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, and 207; cr 
327O-That portion contained within the following BlOCKS: 101, 102, 
103, Hi4, 105, 106, 107, 108, 1{}9, 110,111, 112, 113, li4, 115, 116, 117, 119, 
120, 122, 124, 126, 201, 202, 203, 205, 207, 208, 219, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 
216, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311 314, 315, and 901; 
CT 3310-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 
:02, 103, 104, 105, 110, 111, 115, 201, 308, 30:}, 310, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 
406, 4U!, 408, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, and 510; cr 
3320-That portion contained within the folllJwing Blocks: 503,505, 
506, 507, 508, 509, 510, and 511; CI S350-That portion contained 
withiI, the following Blocks: 206, 208, 209, 211, 212, 216, 217, 219, 301, 
302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 316, 402, 403, 
404, 405, 406, 407, 410, 411, 412, 413, and 414; cr 3372-That portion 
contained within Blocks 337 and 3J8; CT 3470-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 
111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 120, and 901; CT 3910-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 103, 104, 105, 106, 
107, 108, 109, 201, 202, 203, 204, 207, 208, and 209. 
Assembly District 13: Assembly District 13 shaJJ consist of the part 
of Alameda County contained within the following whole and partial 
f'YJnsus tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 4005, CT4OO6, CT 4007, CT 4008, CT 4009, 
cr 4010, CT 4013, cr 4014, CT 4015, CT 4016, CT 4017, CT 4017.99, 
cr 4018, CT 4019, cr 4019.99, CT 4020, CT 4021, CT 4022, CT 4023, 
cr 4024, CT 4025, cr 4()26, cr 4027, CT 4028, CT 4029, cr 4030, cr 
4031, CT 4032, cr 4032.99, cr 4033, CT 4034, CT 4035, cr 4036, CT 
4037, cr 4052, cr 4053, CT 4a'J4, cr 4055, cr 4056, CT 4057, CT 4058, 
cr 4059, cr 4060, cr 4061, cr 4062, CT 4063, CT 4064, cr 4065, CT 
~ cr 4067, cr 4068, CT 4070, CT 4071, CT 4072, CT 4073, cr 4074, 
CT 4075, CT 4076, cr 4IJ77, CT 4078, CT 4082, CT 4083, CT 4084, CT 
4085, CT 4086, CT 4087, CT 4088, CT 4089, CT 4251, cr 4271, CT 4272, 
CT 4272.99, CT 4273, CT 4273.99, CT 4274, CT 4274.99,' CT 4275, CT 
4275.99, CT 4276, CT 4277, CT 4278, CT 4279, CT 4280, CT 4281, CT 
4282,CT4283,CT4284,CT4285,CT4286. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 4069-That portion contained ;.ithin the 
follOwing Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111,201, 
202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 305, 306, 307, and 308; CT 4079-That 
portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 101, 103, 104, 105, 106, 
202, 210, 211, 212, 213, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 
401,403, 4I1J, 405, 406, 407, an1408; CT 4080-That portion contained 
within the folloniIlg Bloch· 201, 202, 204, 206, 208, 902, 904, 905, and 
906; CT 4081-That portion contained within the follCl'1ng Blocks: 
101,103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 901, 902, 903, 904, 907, ~ 909, 910, 912, 
913, and 926; cr 4090-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 401, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 916, 917, 918, ______ m ___ m_~__~
937, and 938; CT 4094-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 305, 402, and 403; cr 4095-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 107, 108, 109, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 210, 
211, 212, 301, 302, 303, .104, 305, 306, 307, and 401; CT 4096-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 
106, 107, 11)8, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, and 512; cr 4097-That 
portion ~ntained within the following Blocks; 101, 102, 103, 307, 308, 
401, 402, 4J3, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, and 410. 
Assembly District 14: Assembly District 14 shaJJ consist of the part 
of Alameda County contained within the following whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 4091, CT 4092, cr 4093, CT 4098, CT 4099, 
cr 4100, CT 4101, CT 4102, cr 4103, CT 4104, CT 4302, CT 4303, CT 
4304, CT 4305, CT 4306, CT 4307, CT 4308, CT 4309, CT 4310, CT 4311, 
cr 4312, CT 4321.. cr 4322, CT 4323, CT 4324, CT 4325, CT 4326, CT 
4327, CT 4328, CT 4329, cr 4330, CT 4331, CT 4332, CT 4333, CT 4334, 
CT 4335, CT 4336, CT 4337, CT 4338, CT 4339, CT 4340, CT 4351, CT 
4352, CT 4353, CT 4354, CT 4355, CT 4356, CT 4357, CT 4358, CT 4359, 
CT 4360, CT 4361, CT 4362, CT 4363, CT 4384, CT 4365, CT 4366, CT 
4367, CT 4368, CT 4369, cr 4370, cr 4371, CT 4372, CT 4373, CT 4374, 
CT 4375, cr 4376, CT 4377, CT 4378, CT 4379, CT 4381, CT 4383, CT 
4384. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 4069·-That portion not contained in As-
sembly District 13; CT 4079--r-That portion not contained in Assembly 
District 13; CT 4081-That portion not contained in Assembly District 
13; CT 4090-1 'hat portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 
102,104,105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 201,202,203, 204, 
205,206,207,~_~~305,~m_Q~508,~Q 
CT 4094-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 101, 
102,103,104,10..';, 106, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 302, 303, 304, 
306, 307, 401, 404, 405, 406, 4(17, 4IJ8, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 
and 509; CT ~That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, and 407; CT 
4096-That portion contained within the follOwing Block!: 201,202, 
203,204,205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 
~402,~404,405,406,407,408,409,~~q~~_CT 
4097-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 105, 106, 
107, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, and 306; CT 
4380-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 
103, 104, 105, 106, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, and 209; CT 
4382-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 
103,104,105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 301, 302, 
303,304, 305, 306, 307, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 501,502,503, 
50$, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516; 517, 518, 519, 520, 
521,522, 523, 524, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 610, 611, 612, 614, 615, 616, 617, 
901, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921, _ 923, 924, _ 926, m __ 930, 
931,932, 933, _ 936, 937, 938, 939, and 940. 
Assembly District 15: Assembly District 15 shaD consist of the part 
of Alameda County contained in the following whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 4501, CT 4..'i02, G"T 4/;03, CT 4506.03, CT 
4506.04,CT4506.05,CT4506.06,CT~.CT~03,CT~04, 
CT 4511.00, cr 4512, CT 4513, CT 4514, CT 4515, CT 4516, CT 4517. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 4504-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
114,115, 116, 117, 118, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 
212,213, 214, 307, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 316, 317, 318, 319, and 320; 
CT4506.01-Thatportioncontained within the following Blocks: 919, 
_ and 930; CT 4506.02-That porJon contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 
206, 207, 208, 301, 302, 303, 304, 306, 307, 308, 317, 915, 947, 948, 949, 950, 
955, and 960,- CT 4506.07-That portio '1 contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 
120, 121, 122, 123, 201, 202, 203, 204,205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 
m~~ __ ~~305,306,307,308,309,~_~~ 
together with the part of Contra Costa County contained within the 
follOwing whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 3382.02, CT 3383.01, CT 3383.0'2, CT 3390, 
CT 3400.01, cr 3400 .• CT 3410, CT 3420, CT 3430.01, CT 3430.02, CT 
3430.03, CT 3440, CT 3451.01, CT 3451.. CT 3451.03, CT 3451.04, CT 
~~CT~06,CT~~CT~.CT~~cr~02, 
CT3462.01, cr3462.02, CT3480, CT349O, CT.15OO, CT3511, CT3412, 
CT 3521.01, CT 3521.02, CT 3522.01, CT 3522.02, cr 3530.01, cr 
3530.02, cr 3540, CT 3551.02, CT 3551.03, CT 3553 .• G"T 3553.03, cr 
3553.05. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 3020-Thilt portion contamed .vithin the 
following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 906, and 908; CT 3260-
That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 208, 209, 210, 211, 
213, 214, 215, and 217; CT 3331-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 216, 217, and 218; CT3373-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 102, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 
114,117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 1M, 128, and 129,' CT 3382.01-
That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 107, 108, 109, 110, 
mm~mm~~~~~~203,204,205,207,208, 
209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, and 
227; CT 3470-That portion contained within Block 122; CT 3551.01-
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 116, 117, 118, 119, 
120, 901, 903, and 904; G"T 3552-That portivn contained within Blocks 
901 and 902; CT 3553.01-That portion contained within Blocks 401 
and 402; cr 3553.04-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 415. 501, 508, 509, 510, and 901. 
Assembly District 16: Assembly District 16 £haJJ consist of the part 
of the City and t;ounty of San Francisco contained in the following 
whole and partiJ1l census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 101, CT 102, CT 103, CT 104, CT 105, CT 
~99,CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~crmcr~CT 
115, CT 116, CT 117, CT 118, CT 119, CT 121, CT 123, CT 125, CT 
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176.01, CT 176.02, CT 177, CT 178, CT 179.01, CT 179.02, CT 179.99, 
CT 180, CT201, CT202, CT203, CT205, CT206, CT207, CT208, CT 
209, CT210, CT211, CT212, CT~13, CT214, CT215, CT218, CT226, 
CT~99,CT~CT_CT_CT~CTmCT_CTm 
CT 234, CT 251, CT 252, CT 253, CT 254, CT 255, CT 256, (,7257, CT 
258, CT 259, CT 260, CT 261, CT 262, CT 263, CT 264, CT 605, CT 606, 
CT 606.99, CT 607, CT 608, CT 608.99, cr 609, cr 610. 
Partial Census Tracts: GT 204-T'hat portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 117, 118, 201,206,208, and 209; cr 216-That portion 
contained within Block 117,· CT 217-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
113,114,208,209, and 212; cr 3Ol-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 210, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, and 219; CT 311-
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 104, 105, 
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111,201,202, 2V3, 294, 205, 206, 2tJ7, 208, 209, 210, 
211, 301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 309, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 410, 504, 505, 
506, 507, 508, 509, and 510. 
Assembly District 17: Assembly District ,(7 shall consist of the part 
of try" City and County of San Francisco contained within the follow-
ing whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 110, cr 111, cr 120, cr 122, cr 124, cr 
~CTmcr~cr~crmCTmCT~CT~CT~ 
CT~CTmCT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CTmCT 
~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~ 
CT 167, CT 168, CT 169, CT 170, CT 171, CT 30J.J, CT 301.02, CT 302" 
CT_CT~CT~CTmcr~CT~CT_CT_CT 
~CT_CT~CT_CT~CTmCT~CTmCT~ 
CT 602, CT 603. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 204-That pOrtion contained within the 
follOwing Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
113,114, 115, 116, 202, 205, 210, 211, _ 309, 311, 313, <'114, 316, _ 404, 
405, 406, 407, 408, 412, 501, 502, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, /)09, 511, 512, 601, 
602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 608, 609, 611, and 612,· CT J!l~T'hat portion 
contained within the follOwing Blocks: 101, 102, 10:), 104, 105, 106, 107, 
m~~mmm~m~~202,_205,206,m208, 
209, and 210,· CT 217-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 106, 201. 202, _ 204, 205, 206, 207, 210, and 211; CT 303-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 
106, 107, 108, 109, 111, 201, 202, _ 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 
302, 304, _ 306, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 601, 602, 
603,604,605, 606, 607, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 
706, 707, 708, 709, and 110; CT 306-That portion contained within the 
[ollcwing Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
201,202,203,204,205,206, 208, 209, 211, 301, 302, 304, 307, 308, 309, 310, 
311, and 312,· CT 307-That portion contained within the foUowing 
Blocks: 101, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 113, 114, 115, 116, 
117, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 201, 203, 205, 206, 207, 208, 211, 212, 301, 302, 
303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309; 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 
and 319; CT 309-That portion contained within the foUowing Blocks: 
m303,304,306,307,308,309;~m~m~~~m~ 
_ 403, 406, and 407; CT 311-That portion contained within the 
follOwing Blocks: 310, 311, 401, _ 409, 501, 502, 503, 511, and 512; CT 
326-That portion contained within the foUowing Blocks: 101, 102, 
103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 301, J002, 303, 304, 
305, 306, 307, 605, 607, 608, 609, and 610; CT 327-That portion con-
tained within the foUowing Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 201, 202, 
203, 204, 205, 206, 304, 305,.306, 703, 704, 7M, 706, 707, and 708,· CT 
351-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 101, 102, 
~~~~~~202,203,204,205,206,207,m302,303,304, 
305, 306, 307, and 401; CT 352-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 
206, 207, 301, 302, and 406. 
Assembly District 18: Assembly District 18 shall consist of the part 
of Alameda County contained within the following whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 4301, CT 4401, CT 4402, CT 4403.01, CT 
~02,CT~03,CT~04,CT~05,CT~06,CT~07, 
CT4403.08, CT4403.09, CT4411, CT4412, CT4413, CT4414, CT4415, 
CT 4416, CT 4417, CT 4418, T 4419.01, CT 4419.02, cr 4420, CT 4421, 
CT 4422, CT 4423, CT 4424, CT 4425, CT 4426, CT 4427, CT 4428, CT 
4429, cr 4#0, CT 4431, CT 4432, CT 4433, CT 4441, CT 4442, CT 4443, 
CT 4444, CT 4445, CT 4446, CT 4505, CT 4507.01. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 4J8O-That portion contained within 
Blocks 901 and 902; CT 4382-That portion contained within the fol-
lowUlg Blocks: 902, 905, 906, 908, 909, 910, 911, 912, 913, 914, and 915; 
CT 4504-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 301, 
302, 303, 304, 305, 306, and 308; CT 4506.01-Thaf portion contained 
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within the following Blocks: 915, 917, 918, 926, 927, 928, 931, 932, 933, 
934,935, 936, 937, 938, 939, 940, 941, 942, and 950; CT 4506.02-That 
portion contained within Block 925; CT 4506.Ol-That portion con-
tained within Blocks 923 and 951; together with the part of Santa 
Clara County contained within the following whole and partial census 
tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 5043.04, CT 5043.05, CT 5043.06, CT 
~07,CT~02,CT~06,CT~07,CT~08,CT~09, 
CT 5044.10, CT 5044.11, CT 5045.01, CT 5045.03. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 5038.01-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 401, _ 403, 404, 405, 407, 408, 409, 410, 416, 417, 
419, 424, 425, _ 435, and 436; CT 5038.02-That portion contained 
within the follOwing Blocks: 117, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, and 127; 
CT 5043.03-That portion contained within the EoUowing Blocks: 120, 
121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 
137, 138, 601, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, and 
620; CT 5043.08-That portion contained within the foUowing Blocks: 
101,103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 120, 121, 122, 
123, 124, 913, 915, 916, 920, 926, 927, and928; CT5049.02-Thatportion 
contained within Block 915,· CT 505O.02-That portion contained 
within Blocks 120 and 122. 
Assembly District 19: Assembly District 19 shall consist of the part 
uf the City and County of San Francisco contained within the foUow-
ing whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: ('T 304, CT 308, CT 328, CT 329, CT 330, CT 
331, CT 332, CT 353, CT 354, CT 604. 
Partial CeIlsus Tracts: CT 303-That portion contained within the 
followin/( Blocks: 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 401, _ 403, 404, 405, 
406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, and 413; CT 306-That porb·on con-
tained within Block 210; OT 309-T'hat portion contained within the 
foUowing Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 105, 108, 110, 111,112, 113, 114,201, 
202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, ~lJ, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 
501,502,503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514. 515, 601, 
602, 603.. 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 70'2, 7fJ3, 704, 705, 706, 707, 
708, 709, 710, 712, 713, 714, and 715; together with the part of San 
Mateo County contained wit},in the following whole and partial cen-
sus tr.1CtS: CT 326-That portion contained within the following 
Elocks: 401, 4(12, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 501, 502, 50.:1, 504, 505, 506, 507, 
601, fYJ2, 603, 604, and 606; CT 327-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 301, 302, 303, 4{)J, _ 403, 404, 405, 406, 501, 502, 50.:1, 
504, 505, 506, 601, 502, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 701, and 702,- CT 
351-That portion contained within the foUowing Blocks: _ 403, 
404, 405, 406, 407, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 601, 602,603, 604, 605, 
606, 607, 701, 702, 703, 704, 7a.~ 706, 707, 708, and 709,· CT 352-T'hat 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 303, 304, 305, 306, 401, 
_ 403, 404, 405, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 
701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 807, and 808. 
Whole Census Tracts: CT fi(J(}1, CT 6002, CT 6003, CT 6004, CT 6005, 
CT 6006, CT 6007, CT 6OJ8, CT 6009, CT 6010, CT 6011, cr 6012, CT 
6013, CT6014, CT6015, CT6016.01, CT6016.02, CT6016.03, CT6017, 
CT 6018, cr 6019, CT 6020, CT 6021, CT 6022, CT 6023, CT 6024, cr 
6025, CT6026, CT6027, CT6028, CT6029, CT603O, CT6031, CT6032, 
CT 6033, CT 6034, CT 6036, CT 6037, CT 6038, CT 6039, CT 604lJ, CT 
6041.01, CT 6041.(12, CT 6042, CT 6043, CT 6045. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 6044-That portion contained within the 
foJ/owing Blocks: 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 
322, 323, and 325; CT 6946-That portion cuntained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 101, JrJ2, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 111, 112, 201, and 
208; CT 6047-T'hat portion contained within the following Blocks: 
102, 103, and 104,· CT 6048-'Fhat portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 11~ 111, 114, 115, 
and 116. 
Assembly District 20: Assemb~v District 20 shall consist of the part 
of San Mateo County contained in the following whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whol.;! Census Tracts: CT 6049, CT 6050, CT 6051, CT 6052, CT 6053, 
cr 6054, CT 6055, CT 6056, CT 6057, CT 6058, CT 6059, CT 6060, CT 
6061, CT6062, CT6063, CT6064, CT6065, CT6066, CT6Ot7, CT6068, 
CT 6069, CT 6070, CT 6071, CT 6072, CT 6073, CT 6074, cr 6075, CT 
6076, CT 6O'i7, CT 6078, CT 6079, GT 6080.01, CT 6080.02, CT 6G8O.03. 
CT 6080.04, CT 6081, CT 6082, CT 6083, CT 6084, CT 6085, CT 6086, 
CT 6087, CT 6088, CT 6089, CT 6090, CT 6091, CT 6092, CT 6093, CT 
6094, CT6095, CT6096.01, CT6096.02, CT6096.03, CT6097, CT6099, 
CT6101, CT6114, CT6126, CT6127, CT6128, CT6129, CT613o, CT 
6131, CT6132, CT6133, CT6134, CT6135, CT6136, CT6137, CT6138. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT6044-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 202,203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 210, 211, 212, 213, 218, 
_~~ ___ m~_Qm~mmm~ 
315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, and 321; cr 6046--Tbat portion contallIed 
within the following Blocks: 202, 2OJ,204, 205, 206, and 207; cr 6047-
"'hat portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 105, 106, 107, 
8, 109, 110, 111, 201, 202, 2OJ, 204, 3.IJd 205; CT 6048-That portion 
conbliIled within the following Blocks: 112. 113,201,202, 2OJ, 204, 205, 
206,~ __ m_~_QQm_~m~_ 
403, 404, 405, 406, ~ 408, and 409; C r 6098-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 101, 10£. 105, 106, 107, 108, 214, 216, 217, 
_____ mm _____ ~mmm
~ __ 404,~_m~_Q~QQ~mand 
512; cr 6100-That portion eontallled within thp Fe ':'u~~ing Blo...--ks: 
116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 130,131, 132, 133, 
134, 135, 136, 201,202, 234, 235, 301, 30;,,: 303, 304, _ 306, 307, 308, _ 
310, 311, 312, 313, and 314; cr 6103-That portion COlltained within 
the following Blocks: 101 .. 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, Ill, 
112, 114. 116, 117 ! 18, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 908, G\?9, 
910, 912, 913, and 914; cr 611~ -That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 109; 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118. 119, 121, 
122, 123, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 205, ~,207, 208, 209, 210, 211. 212, 
213, 214. 215, 2.13, 234, 236, .101, 302, 303, 304, and 305,- cr 6112-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 107, 113, 114, 
115, lit;, 117,118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 1~ 130, 
131, 132, 133. and 134,- CT 61l~That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 214, 2Iti, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, _ 301, 302, _ 
_ and 306; cr 6115-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 101,102,103. 105, 107, lOB, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 201, 202, au 
i1J4,2fJ5, 206, ~ 208, _ 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 301, 302, 303, _ 
305, 306, 307, 308, _ 310, 312, 313, 3~4, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, and 320; 
CT 6124-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, and 110; cr 6125-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 102, 1m, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 110, 
111,112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121,122, 123, 125, 126, 127, 
128, 211, 212, 215, 216, 217, 218, and 219. 
Assembly District 21: Assembly District 21 shaD consist of the part 
of San Mateo County contained within the follo wing whole and par-
tial census tracts: 
W7r0le Census Tracts: Cl'6104, CT6105, cr6106, cr6107, cr6108, 
T6109, cr611O, CT6116, CT6117, cr6118, CT.6119, cr612O, cr 
6121, cr 6122, CT 6123. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 6098-That portion contained within the foD()wing Blocks: 301, 303, __ 306, 307, 308, and 314; CT 6100-
Thatportion contained within the following Blocks: 13'!, 138, 139, 140, 
141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, __ 224, 225, 226, 
~ 231, _ and 233,' cr 6102-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 101, 102, 104, 105, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 303 
through 321, 323 through 330, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 339, 340, 341 
through 367, 410, 413, 414 through ~ 422 tbrough 437, 501, 502, 503, 
506, 507, 508, 509, 510 through 516, 518 through ~&'3, 526 tiJrough 530, 
~ 53J,534, 537, 538, 539, 540 through 546, 548, 549, 550, 5S1, 553, 555, 
!J57, 5.'J8, 559, 560 through 587, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 801, 
~ 901, 902, and 903,- cr 6103-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 901, 902, 903, 904, a.rId 906; cr 6111-That portion 
contained within the folloWing Blocks: 216, 217, 219, 220, 221, _.221,. 
224, ~ 296, 227, 228, 22!J, 230, 231, _ and 237; cr 6112-That 
portion COlltained within the following Blocks: 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 
110, and 111; GT 811~That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, lIo, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 
~m~m_~~_~~2fJ5,_207,qQ~ 
. 211, 212, and 303,- cr 6115-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 216, 217, 218, 219, and 220; cr 6124--That portion COII-
tained within Block 107; cr 6125-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 101, 214, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 502, 50..1, 504, 
505, 506, and 507; together with the part of Santa Clara County con-
tained ~ithin the following whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 5046.01, CT S047, cr 5048.02, cr 5048.03, 
CT 5048.04, CT 5082.01, cr 5084.01, cr 5084.02, CT 5085.03, cr 
5085.04, CT 5085.05, CT 5085.06, GT 5086, cr 5087.01, CT 5087.02, CT 
5087.0..1, CT 5088, cr 5089, cr 5090, cr S091.02, cr S091.03, cr 
~~cr~~cr~~cr~02,cr~~cr~02, 
CT 5O!#.01, cr 5094.02, cr 5095, CT 5096, cr 5097, cr S098.01, cr 
~02, cr 5099.02, cr 5106, cr 5107, CT Sl08.01, cr 5108.02, cr 
lOB.03, cr 5109, cr 5110, CT 5111, CT 5112, cr S113, cr 5114, cr 
5115, CT 5116.02, cr 5116.03. 
Parlilll Census Tracts: CT 5081.01-That portion contallied within 
the following Blocks: 102.103,104,105, 221, and 917; CT 5082.02-That 
portion COlltainOO within the following Blocks: 129. 330, 331, 332, 333, 
334, 335, and 337,' cr 5083.04-That {Jorbon contained withi"l the 
following Blocks: 112, 113, and 114; cr 5099.01-That portion con-
tained ~ithin the following Blocks: 101, 102, 106, 1(Jl, lOB. 109, 110, 201, 
202, 2fX3, 204, 205, _ 207, 208, and 209,- cr 5100.01-That portion 
contained within Block 606,- CT 5102-That portion con:ained within 
Blocks 103 and 118; cr 5104-That portion contained VI:ithin Block 
101: cr Sl16.01-That portion contallled ~ithin the foUowing Blocks: 
101,102, 106, 110, 111, 116, 119, 130, 131, 132, 14;J, 143,144,147, 148, 149, 
150, 151, 152, 15~. '54,157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 163,164, 167, 168, 169, 170, 
171,172,173,174,175, 176, 205, 206, 220, 226, 228, 229, 241, 246, 247, 401, 
~m~m~~~~502,m504,_506,~602,q 
604, and 607. 
Assembly District 22: Assembly District 22 shali consist of the part 
of Santa Clara County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 5062.02, cr 5062.04, cr 5063.04, cr 
~~cr~02,cr~03,cr~~cr~03,CT~04, 
CT 5066.05, cr 5066.06, cr 5067.01, cr 5067.03, cr 5069, cr 5070, cr 
5071, cr 5072.02, cr 5072.0..1, cr 5072.04, cr 5073.01, cr 5073.02, cr 
/,074.01, cr 5074.02, cr 5075, cr 5076, CT 507'T.01, CT 507'T.02, CT 
507'T.03,cr~~cr~03,cr~~CT~~CT~03, 
cr 5079.04, cr 5080.01, cr 5080.02, GT 5081.02, cr 5082.02, cr 
5083.01, cr 5083.03, cr 51(}().02, cr S101, cr 5103, CT 5105, cr 
5117.01, cr/5117.02, cr5117.03, CT5117.04, cr5118, CT5119.05, cr 
5119.06. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 5021.01-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 302, 312, and 313; cr 5026.01-That portion 
contained within Block 309; cr 5026.02-That portion contained 
-.vithin the following Blocks: 401, 402, <03, 405, 406, 407, 408, _ 503, 
609, 611, 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 620, 621, 822, 623, 624, 625, and 626; CT 
5027.01-That portion contained within the foUoliving Blocks: 101,102, 
103, 104, and 201; cr 5027.02-That portion contained uithin the 
_J:ollowing Blocks: 204, 205, and 206; cr 5063.02-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 120, 121, 2fJ5, 206, 207, 208, 209, 215, 
216, 217, 218, and 219,' cr 5065.01-That portion contained with Block 
228; cr 5065.02-That portion contained within the foUowing Blocks: 
mm~m_~~~~m __ ~m~~ 
~m~~~~~225,_227,228,22!J,_m_233, 
234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 249, and 
251,- CT 5067.02-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
~m~~~~m~m_au_2fJ5,Q __ 
225, and 226; CT 5068.01-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 101, 102, 1m, 104, 105, 106, 1(Jl, lOB, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 
m202,~~ __ m_Q~m~~m~~ 
217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 301,302,303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 
mmmmm~~402,~"qandqcr~02-
That port.on contained witbin Block 316; GT 5068.03-That portion 
contoilled within the fOllowing Blocks: 111,115, 116, 201,202, 203,_ 
205, 206, 207, 208 _ 210, 211, 212, J;?9, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 
337, and 338; G1' 5068.04-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 109, 110, 111, 112, 114, 115, lI6, 117, 118, 
m~m~~~~~202,~205,Q207,208,_~ 
213, 214, 218, 220, 221, ~ .221,. 225; 226, 227, 224 229, and 234; CT 
5081.01-That portion contained within the followi.ag Blocks: 107, 110, 
J 11,112, 113, 114, 115, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, ~ 
.221,._225,_~_22!J,_m_233,~ __ m~ 
238; CT 5083.04-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
109, 110, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 121, 122, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 
419, 42IJ, 421, and 422; cr 5099.01-That por:tion contained within the 
following Blocks: 111, 112, and 113; CT 5100.01-That portion con· 
tained within the following BlocA"!!: 102,103,104,105, 106, lOB, 201, 202, 
203,_206,207,208,Qm~~~~307,~mm~ 
402, 404, 405, 406, 4IJ9, 410, 412, 416, 4J7, 502, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 
510, 511, 512, 514, 515, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 609, 610, 611, and 612; cr 
511J2-That portion contained within the following .'1!OCkf: 102, 104, 
105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 1.1. 7, 121, 201, 202, 
2fX3,~ __ 207,208,Q~m_~_305,306,307,308, 
309,310, 311, 312, 313, 314, and .117; CT 5104-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 104, 105, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 
114,115, 116, 117, 201,202, 2(}3, 204,205,_ 207, 208, 209, 210. 301,3(}2, 
303, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, and 312; cr 5116.01-That portion 
contained within Blocks 605 and 606; CT 5119.01-That portioli con-
tained within Block 224; cr 5119.03-That portion contained within 
the follOwing Blocks: 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 
__ 33O,m~333,334, ___ ~~_~~~
CT 5119.04-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 428, 
_m~~_~~~m __ ~~_~M 
73 
445, 446, 447, 448, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454. 455, and458; cr5123.02-That 
pvrtion contained within the following Blocks: 212, 251, 253, 254, 255, 
420, 421, 8I1d 428. 
Assembly District 23: Assembly District 23 shall consist of the part 
of Santa Clara County contained within the following whole 8I1d 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 5001, cr 5002, cr,;{)(}3, cr 5004, cr 5005, 
cr 5006, cr 5007, cr 5008, cr 5009, cr 5010, cr 5011, cr 5012, cr 
5013, cr 5014, cr 5015, cr 5016, cr 5017, cr 5018, cr 5019, cr 5020, 
cr~cr~~cr~.cr~~cr~~cr_~ 
cr_.cr~.crD~cr~~crD~cr~ 
cr~.cr~~cr~.cr~~cr~.cr~ 
cr 5052.01, cr 5052.02, cr 5052.03, cr 5053.01, cr 5053 .• cr 
~~cr~~cr~~cr~~cr~.cr~~ 
cr 5055, cr 5056, cr 5057, cr 5058, cr 5059, cr 5060, cr 5061.01, 
cr 5061.. cr 5061.03, cr 5062.03, cr 5063.01, cr 5064.01. 
Partial Census.Tracts: cr 5021.01-That portion not contained in 
Assembly District 24; cr 5021.02-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 104,106, 107, 108, 109, 118, 119, 123, 125, 303, 304, ~ 
307, 308, and 310,- cr 5022-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 1. 107, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 
125, 131, 132, 133, 134, 136, 145, and 146; cr 5023-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 1. 103, 1~ 1~ 106, 107, 108, 109, 
110, 111, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 304, 
305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 314, 401, 402, 403, and 404; cr ~That 
portion contained within the follovving Blocks: 101,1.103, 104, 1~ 
~m~~~m~m202,Q~ __ 207,.Q 
301, 302, 303, 304, ~ 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 401, 402, 
____ __ Mm~m~Q~~Q
~~q_~_Qq~~~~~cr~~ 
That portion contained within the following Blixks: 1.103, 104, 1~ 
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 8I1d 120; cr 
D1.03-That portion .contained f,f,ithin the following Blocks: 120, 121, 
__ ~~~~~~~m~rn~m~m 
214,215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 
230, 231, 232, 301, ~ 305, 8I1d 911; cr 5034-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 201, 2. 
203.204, _ 206, 207, 301, 302,~, 304, 30..';, 306, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 
401, 402, 403, 404, 8I1d 405; CT 50..15.03-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 101,1. 104, 1~ 106, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 115, 
116, 117, 201, 203, 205, 206,207,.209,210,301,3.303,304,308, 309, 
311,315, 316, 8I1d 317; cr D9-Th{lt portion contained within the 
follOwing Blocks: __ 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521, 
601, 602, 603, 604, Q q 607, 8I1d 608; cr 5041--That portion con-
tained within the follOwing Blocks: 207, • 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 
~402, ___ ~~~~Q~q~~m~ 
512,- cr 5043.03-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
Q 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 
225,226,227, __ 23O,m=~~ __ m_302,m 
305,306,307,308,309,~m~~m~~~~_Q 
q 607, 621, 622, 623, 624, 625, 626, 627, 628, 8I1d 629; L~ 5063. 02-That 
portion contained within.the following Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 106, 
m~mmm202,Q~m~m~m~305,306, 
307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 8I1d 314; cr 5065.01-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101, 1. 1~ 104, 1~ 106, 107, 
115, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219. 221, 222, 223, 224,225,226, 8I1d 
227-
Assembly District 24: Assembly District 24 shall consist of the part 
of Santa Clara County contained within the follOwing whole 8I1d 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 5028, cr 5029.01, cr 5029.02, cr 5029.03, 
GT 5029.06, cr 5029.07, cr 5029.08, CT 5030.02, cr 5o...'?().03, cr 
~~cr~~cr~~cr~~cr~~cr~06, 
GT 5032.07, cr D2.08, cr 5033.~ cr 5033.~ cr 5033.06, cr 
5033.07, cr 5033.08, cr 5(}.J3.09, cr 5033.10, cr 5042, cr 5120.02, cr 
5120.05, cr 5120.06, cr 5120.07, cr 5120.13, cr 5127. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 5021.01-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 101, 104, 304, 307, 315, 310, 314, 316, 204, 203, 202, 
2U5, 211, 207, 208, 209, 210, 206, 111, 115, 106, 107, 201, 8I1d 108,' cr 
5021.02-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 126, 115, 
~~mmmm~Q~~202,Q~205,206,207, 
811d •. cr 5022-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 126, 127, 128, 1~ 129, 13D, 139, 144, 135, 142, 143, 311, 108, 109, 
110, 111, 112, 113,201,202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, a.."1d 210; cr 
5023-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 413, 412, 
_ ~ __ 312, 311, 313, _ 410, 411, 8I1d 414; cr ~That 
portion contained within the follof,f,ing Blocks: 709, 708, 706, 707, 7~ 
74 
704, 7~ 702, 701, 611, 8I1d 610; cr 5O'.J6.01-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 111, 1J3, 114, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 112, 
115, 109, 110, 301, 3. 303, 304, 210, 207, 206, 205, 203, 204, 201,202,108, 
107, 106, 1~ 1~ 311, 306, 310, 308, 8I1d312; CT5026.02-Thatportion 
contained within the following Blocks: Q 404, _ 501, 504, 507, 5()( 
604, 619, q ~ 602, 601, 509, 510, 607, 8I1d q. cr 5027.01-Tha, 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 107, 208, 202, 203, 204, 
__ 207,~~m~~~ ___ -~-~ 
407, 306, 307, 8lld 305; cr 5027.02-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, Q 215, 222, 1~ 104,210, 211, 
~m_~305,309,~308,~_m.m~~­
~~~~mmm.~m202,~_cr5029.~ 
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 124,125, 140, 138, 
137,.126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 213,214, 212, 215, 
216, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 201, 121, 122, 123,210. 8I1d 211; cr 
DO. 01-That portion contained withie the following Blocks: 301,303, 
304,308,215, 214, 216, 217, 212, 213, 302,211,210, Q 208, 113, 114,207, 
_ 205, 204, 203,121,122,321,322, 324, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 323, 313, 
311,312,307, 306, 305, 309, 310; 8I1d 315; cr D1.03-That portion not 
contained in Assembly District 23; cr 5034-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 414, 412, 415, 411, 413, 410, 409, 408, 407, 
416, 8I1d 417,· cr ~03-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 408, 409, 410, 313, 305, 314, 402, 403, 404, 8I1d 405; cr 
5038.01-That portion contained within the following Blocks: _ 418, 
310, 422, 423, 420, 421, 415, 411, 412, 413, 414. 308, 309, 8I1d 307; cr 
5038.02-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 211, 212, 
202, 203, 204, 206, 207,. Q 210, 205, 216, 217, 213, 201, 214, 215, 301, 
302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 218, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 108, 101, 102, 103, 104, 
1~ 106, 8I1d 1(J7; cr 5039-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 303, 304, ~ 306, 307, 401, 402, 404, 201, 203, 112, 111, 109, 
110, 108, 105, 403, 101, 1. 103, 204, 205, 206, 207, 301, 8I1d •. cr 
5041-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 202, 201, 
m205,_~m~~~~~_~~cr~~ 
That portion contained within Block 917; cr 5065.02-That portion 
contained within the follOwing Blocks: 248, 250, 8I1d 252; G'T "f067.02-
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 213, ~ 224, 207, 
206, 211, 105, 114, 116, 117, 118, 104, 119, 103, 8I1d 212; cr5068.01-That 
portion contained within Block 4fJ7; cr 5068.02-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 201,202, 214, 210, 211, 212, 213, 209 
301,302, 305, ~ 408, 409, 410,306, 307, 309, 310, 315, 402, 401, 403, 404, 
405, 406, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 218, 203, 204, 206, 
207, 208, 217, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 3~ 304,219, 8I1d 220; cr 5068.03-
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 315, 316, 317, 318, 
319,110,112,117, 118, 114, 101, 1.103, 104, 1~ 107, 108, 113, 320, 321, 
322, 323, 324, 109, 325, 326, 327, 8I1d 328; cr 5068.04-That portion 
contained within Blocks 105 8I1d l08;cr 5119.01-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 
~22O,~mmQ~m202,_~223,222,~_cr 
5120.~ That portion contained within the following Blocks: 403, lKJ5, 
806, 807, 808, 809, 810, 811, 812, 813, 814, 815, 731, 728, 729, 727, 726, 725, 
702, 701, 703, 704, 7~ 706, 707, 720, 721, 719, 708, 723, 730, 724,803, 804, 
426, 425, 413, 414, 418, 419, 420, 424, 417, 421, 422, 415, 416, 412, 8I1d 4.£3; 
cr 5120.09-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 131, 
130,129,128,127,126,125,124,123,122,145,146,147,164,160,160,163, 
162, 161, 142, 144,204,20..';, 206, 207, 158, 156, 155, 208,157, 139, 141, 143, 
140, 138, 148, 113, 114, 115, 116, 121, 137, 136, 152, 151, 135, 149, 150, 153, 
~~m~~~m~~~m~~~mcr 
5120.10-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 211,210, 
216, 217, 218, 237, 236, 235, 8I1d 234,' cr 5120.11-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 350,351, 342, 341, 340, 3.19, 338, 270, 
___ ~__ ~~_m~mQm__ 
305,306, 307, 308, 309, 345, 915, 916, .94fJ, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921, 922,923, 
___ ~ __ ~~~_~~~M_M
310,334,371,333,336, 8I1d 332; cr 5120.14-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 132, 111, HI!, 108, 109, 110, 135, 136, i21, 
104, 103, 124, 121, 126, 125, 102, 134, 133, 129, 128, 127, 130, 8I1d 131; CT 
5120.15-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 333, 337, . 
mm338,~34O,~~ __ ~~M~~m-
331, 357, 8I1d 332; cr 5120.16-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 501, 403, 404, 402, _ ~ __ 8I1d 401. 
Assembly District 25: Assembly District 25 shall consist of the whole 
County of San Benito; together with the part of Santa Clara County 
')ontained within the following whole 8I1d partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 5119.07, cr 5119.08, CT 5120.12, cr 5121, 
cr 5122, cr 5123.01, cr 5123.02, cr 5124, cr 5125.01, cr 5125.. cr 
5126. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 5029.~That portion contained within 
the ,?Uowing Blocks: 115, 116, 117, 118, md 120; CT 5119.01-That 
portion contained within the foUowinfks: 102, 103, 104, 106, 107, 
108, !09, 110, !11, 113, 116, 118, 119, Ind 121; CT 5119.03-That 
fXJ;ji°n contamed within the foUOwin,JCks: 228, 230, 231, 232, 241, 
f:", ~ 244, 246, 247, and 269; CT 5j4-That portion contained 
A'Jthm the foUowing Blocks: 224, 225, 227, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 
~ 219, and 240; cr 5120.08--Thartion contained within the 
foUowing Blocks: 709, 710, 711, 712, 7].4, 715, 716, 717, 7'8, and 722; 
cr 512fJ.09-That portion containedJlock 112; CT 512O.10-That 
portion contained within the foUowiJlocks: 212, 213, 214, 215, 221, 
211, 212, 233, 239, ~ 240, 241, 242, JMJ.4, 24!J, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 
251, 252, 2S.1, 2.54, ~ 258, 257, 2.58, 2160, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, and 
266; cr 5120. 11-That portion COJlta.i within tbe foUowing Blocks: 
324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 333, 331 &i70; cr 5120.14-That portion 
contained within the foUowing BlocJ25, 226, 227, 228, 229, 218 .. 239, 
240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 246, 247, 248, 2250, 251, and 255; cr 5120.15-
T.,hat portion contained within the !lIVing Blocks: 230, 231, 232, 233, 
~ 215, 236, 237, 251, 252, 256, 257, .:; S45, 346, 352, 353, 354, and 355; 
cr 5120. 16-That portion containedthin the foUowing Blocks: 409, 
410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 4 419, 420, 502, 503, 504,,505, 506, 
~ /J08, 509, 511, 512, 513, 514, 51516, 517, and 520; together with 
e part oflv.fonterey County conhed within the foUowing whole 
ILT'Jd partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tract~: cr 1, CT.cr 3, cr 4, cr 5, CT 6, cr 7, 
g8, er9, cr 10, cr 11, cr 12, Ci3, CT 14, cr 15, cr 16, cr 17, 
CT 
18, cr 105.01, er 105.02, cr H.OI, CT 106.02, CT 108, CT 109, 
111, cr 11E. 
Parhal Census Tracts: cr 103.0 -Oat part located east of Paradise 
Ji.0ad, together with the part locrteJ SJuth of Castroville Boulevard, 
Sltuared between Paradise Roaaand )olan road. together with the 
part located south of Dolan Roal' CTI03.f)2-That part located east 
of ~tate I!i~way 183; together vith tle part of Merced County con-
tained WIthin the foUOwing whoe andoartial census tracts: CT 3, cr 
4, cr 20, cr 21, er 22, CT 23 CT 24 
Psrtial Census Tracts: CT 2-Thatportion contained within the 
foUowing Enumeration Districl/i: 379, 'l8O, 382, and 383; CT 5-That 
portion contained within Enunerab'tn District 377; together with 
that portion contained within Jlock 317, together with that portion 
'mtJUned within Groups 3, 4, and 5; II11d together with that portion 
:mtJUned with (:he foUowing Blocks: lS4, 1S'J. 208,k JJJ9, 210, 211, 212, 
213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 110, 111, 111, 113, 114, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 
and 123; CT 9-That portion cxntained within Enumeration District 
located west of Bert-Crane Road and Dan McNamara Road 
Assembly District 26: Assembly District 26 shaD consist of the part 
of San Joaquin County not contained within Assembly District 10. 
Assembly District 27: Assembly District 27 shaD consist of the whole 
County of Stanislaus; together with the part of Merced County con-
tained within the foUowing whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1, CT 7, CT 8. 
Parhal Census Tracts: CT 2-That portion contained within Enu-
meration District 381; CT 5-AU except that portion contained in 
Assembly District 25; CT 6-AU except that portion contained within 
Blocks ~ 307, 308, and 309; CT 9-That portion not contained in 
Assembly District 25 or 30. 
Assembly District 28: Assembly District 28 shaD COilsist of the whole 
County of Santa Cruz; together with the part of Monterey County 
contained within the follOwing whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 101, CT 102.01, CT 102.02, CT 104, CT 118, 
CT 119, CT 120, CT 121, CT 122, er 123, CT 124.01, CT 124.02, CT 125, 
CT_~CT_er~CT_CT_CT~CTmCTm 
CT~CT~CT~CTmCT~CT_CT~CT~er 
143.01, CT 143.02, 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 103.01-That portion located west of 
Paradise Road,· together WI·th the part located north of CastroviUe 
Boulevard, situated between Paradise Road and Dolan Road; to-
gether with the part located north of Dolan RoIid; CT l03.02-That 
portion located west of State Highway 183; CT 117-That portion 
located west of State Highway 1; CT 132-That portion located within 
t'Je City of Monterey; CT 141-That portion located west of State 
Highway 1 as it was aligned on August 30, 1973. 
Assembly District 29: Assembly Distriot 29 shaD consist of the whole 
County of Sen LUis Obispo; together with the part of Santa Barbara 
·anty not included in Assembly District 35 or 37; and together WI·th 
.<1 part of Monterey County contained 'vithin the foUowing whole 
and partial cen.?US tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts:CT 107, CT 110, CT 113, CT1l4.01, CT114.02, 
CT 115, CT 116. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 117-That portion located east of State 
Highway 1; CT 132-That portion located outside the City of Monte-
rey; CT 141-That portion located east of State Highway 1, as it WHS 
aligned on August 30, 1973. 
Assembly District 30: Assembly District 30 shaD consist of the wl>ole 
of Kings County; together with the part of Madera County no. con-
tained in Assembly District 32; and together with the part of Merced 
County contained witbin the following whole and partial censu~ 
tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT's 10 through 19. 
Partial Census Tract: CT 9-That portion cohtained within Block 
Group 3 and that portion of Enumeration District 422 e[Ut of Bert 
Crane Road and Dan McNamara Road; together with the part of 
Fresno County contained within the following whole and partial cen· 
sus tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, CT 7, CT 8, Cl' 9, CT 10, 
CTUCT~CT~CT2O,IT~CT22,CT~CT~CT.CT 
41, CT 42.01, CT's 74 through 83, CT 84.01, er 84.02. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 4-That porti?n cO;ltained within the 
following Blocks: 401,402,403,404,405, 406, 407, 408, 415, 416, 418, 419, 
420,421,436, 437, 438, 439, 441, and 442; CT 5-That portion contained 
within the foUowing Blocks: 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 311, 312, 313, 321,. 
322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 410, and 420; CT 
6-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 113,114,115, 
116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 
210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 301, 302, 303, 
304,305,306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 
320,321,322,401,402,403,404,405, 4Cf5, 407, 408, 4(}9, 410, 411, 412, 413, 
414,415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 421, 422, SOl, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 
508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521, 522, 521, 
_=~_~~Q~~~m~~~~~ 
520; CT 17-nat portion contained within Enumeration District 404; 
together with the parts of Enumeration Districts 402 and 403 west of 
Clovis Avenue; CT ~That portion contained within the foUowing 
Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 301, 302, 303, 304, 
~ 307, 308. 309, 310, 3U 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 
~ 323, 324, 327, 328, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408,409, 410, 411, 
412,413,414,415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, and 421; CT 24-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: . 412, 413, 414, and 415; CT 
73-That portion contained within Enumeration Districts 463 and 
464. 
Assembly Distnct 31: Assembly District 31 shaD consist of the part 
of Fresno County not contained in Assembly District 30 or Assembly 
District 32. 
Assembly District 32: Assembly District 32 shaD comist of t:1e whole 
County of Mariposa; together with the part of Tulare (,ounty not 
contained in Assembly District 33; and together with the part of 
Madera County contained within the foUowing whole and parbal 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1.01, CT 1.02. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 10-That portion con['lined Within the 
following EnumeratIon Districts: 380, 381, 383, and 384; CT 5.01-That 
portion contained within the foUowing Enumerabon Distn'cts: 358, 
359, :;60, and 364; together with the part of Fresno County contained 
within the following whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 44.01, CT 44.02, CT 45.03, CT 45.04, CT 
45.05,CT45.~CT~CTM04,crM05,CTM06,CTM07,CT 
55.01, CT 55.02, CT 64.01, CT 64.02, CT 72. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 42.02-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 117, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 132, 
133,134, 135, 136, 1~ 139, 140, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 301, 302, 303, 
304, 305, 306, 307. 308, and 309; cr 43-AU except that portion con-
tained within Block 908; CT 54.03-That portion contained within the 
foUowing Blocxs: 116, 117, 118, 130.202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, and 
209; CT 59.01-That portion north of Kings Cmyon Road; CT 59.02-
AU except that portion contained within Enumeration District 329; 
CT 64.03-That portI'on north of Kings Canyon Road and east of BiDs 
VaDey Road. 
Assembly District 33; Assembly District 33 shaD consist of the part 
of Kern County contained within the foUowing ",,1101e and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 9.03, CT 9.04, CT 9.05, CT 9.06, CT 9.07, 
CT 10, CT 11.01, CT 11.02, cr 11.03, CT 14, CT2O, CT21, CT22, CT 
23.01, CT 23.02, CT 24, CT 25, CT 26, CT 27, cr 29, CT 30, CT 31.01, 
CT~02,CT~~CT~~CT~02,CT~~CT34,CT35,CT 
36, CT 37, CT 40, CT 41, CT 42 , cr 43, CT 44, CT 45, CT 46, CT 47, 
CT 48, CT 49, CT SO, CT 62, CT 63, CT 64. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 7-That portion contained within the 
:Jllowing Blocks: 317, 318, 319, 320, 401, 402, 403, and 411; CT 9.01-
l'hat portion contained within the following Blocks: 123, 124, 125, 127, 
128, 129, 136, 137, 138, 140, 141, 142.203,207, 208, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 
216, 217, 218, 230, 231. 232, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 299, 301, 302, 303, 304, 
305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 401, 402, 403, 
405, 406, 407, 408, 409, and 410; CT 9.02--That portion col1tained 
within the following Blocks: 113, 114, 115, and 116; CT 12-That por-
tion contained within the following 3locks: 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 
111,112, 113,201,202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, Q()9, 210, 211, 212, 213, 
301,302,303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 401, 402, 403, 
404,405,406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 501, 502, 503, 504, 5a5, 
506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 
609, 610, 611, 612, and 613; CT 13-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 104,105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, lJ2, 113, 114, 115, 
116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121,201,202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 
211,212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 
310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 
408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 
507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, and 515,' CT IS-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 
108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 
124, 125, 126, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 
214,215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 301, 302, 303, 304, 
3m, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 
3Sl, ass, oW, 324, 325, 326, 327, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 
410, 4l1. 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 
~ 501, 502, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 51£, and 513; CT 
16-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 421, 422, 423, 
4M, 425, 426,',427, 428, 429, 501, 504, and 50S; CT 19.02--:-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 
~_~m~m~m~mm_202,_204,205, 
~_208,~~m_~~~~m~_302,303, 
~306,307,308,309,~m~403,404,405,406,407,408,409,~ 
411, 412, 413, 417, and 418,' CT 28.01-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 2-30, 235, 240, 
~ 323, and 324; CT28.03-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: /09, 110, 111, 112, 113. 114, 117, 118, 119, 121, 123, 124, 125, 
126, 127, 135, 136, 137, 138, 141, and 142; CT 51.01-That portion of 
Enumeration District 319 south of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe 
JlMiJrosd from Besleville Road to Highway 58; cr 6O-That portion 
Gf Enumeration District 356 north of a line created by extending 
HiKhway 223 neuly due east from Arvin to 8 point intersecting the 
Atchison, Topeka, 81ld Santa Fe Railroad ~ mile southeast of the 
Highway 58/ Atchison, T()peka, and Santa Fe Railroad overcrossing; 
topther with the part of Tulare County contained within the follow-
ing whole and psrtisl census tracts: 
JnJoJe Census Tracts: CT 21, CT 22, CT 23, CT 24, CT 26, CT 28, 
CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~ 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 25-That portion contained within Enu-
meration District 380; CT33--That portion contained within Enu-
meration District 89; CT 34-That portion contained within Blocks 
107 and 108; and that portion contained within Enumeration Districts 
101 and 123A; CT 35-That portion contained within Enumeration 
District 108T. 
Assembly District 34: Assembly District 34 shilJl consist of the whole 
County of Inyo; together with the part of Kern County not contained 
in Assembly District 33; and together with the part of San Bernardino 
County contained within the following whole census tracts: CT 89.()1 
through 91.02; CT 93 through W; CT 103; CT 105 through 107. 
Assembly Distn'ct 35: Assembly District 35 shall consist of the part 
of Santa Barbara County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1.01, G'T 1.02, CT 1.03, CT ~ CT 3, CT 4, 
CT 5.01, CT 5.02, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, CT 9, CT 10, CT 11, CT 12.01, CT 
12.02, CT 13.01, CT 13.02, CT 14, CT 15, CT 16.01, CT 16.02, CT 17.01, 
CT 17.02, CT 25, CT 29.01, CT 29.02, CT 29.03, CT 29.04, CT 29.05, CT 
29.06, CT 29.07, CT 29.09, CT 29.10, CT 30.01, CT 30.02, CT 30.04, CT 
30.05. 
Partial Census. Tracts: CT 26.01-That portion contained within 
Enumeration District 345 located west of the n'ght-of-way of the 
Southern PaciRc Railroad; CT 28.05-That portion contained within 
Enumeration District 422 lying west of the n'ght-of-way of the South-
ern Pacific Railroad; together with the part of Ventura County con-
tained within the follOwing whole 1111d partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 3, CT 4, CT 5, CT 6, CT 7, CT 8, CT 12.05, 
CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT35,CT37,CT38,CT~CT 
76 
40, CT 41, CT 48, CT 49, CT;-r 51. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT ~That portion contained within 
Enumeration Distn'ct 126 sitll above the Hartman turnoff; CT 
29-That portion contained wi the City of Oxnard east of l!atter:-
son Road and its extension; C/'l-That portion not ~ntamed In 
Assembly District 36; CT75.03--,t portion not contained in Assem 
bly District 37. 
Assembly District 36: Assembistrict 36 shall consist of the part 
of Ventura County c?ntained W.l the following whole and P'-!Ttial 
census tracts: ' 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 12.m' 12.02, CT 12.03, cr 13, CT 14, 
CT 15.01, CT 15.02, CT 16.01, Cl02, CT 17, CT 18, CT 19, cr 20, 
CT21.01, CT21.02, CT22, CT23, e4, CT25, G'T26, CT27, CT28.01, 
CT28.02, CT36.03, CT36.04, CT)5, CT36.06, CT42, CT43.01, CT 
G02,CT~CT~CTCCT~CT~03,CTg~CTg02,CT 
Q~CTQ02,CTM~CTM~~~CT~02,CT~CT~ 
CT.~.~CT.02,cr.cr~CT~CT.CT~CT 
64, CT65, CT66, CT67, CT68, c6.9, CT70, CT71, CT72.01, CT 
72.02, CT 73, CT 74.01, CT 74.02, r 75.01, CT 76 . 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 29-T; portion not contained in Assem-
bly District 35; CT 47.01-That pion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 101, 102, 301, 302, 303, I, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 
, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 401, 402, 4fJ3IJI, 405, 406, 407, 408, 811d 409; CT 
75.03-That portion not C'ontainein Assembly District 37. 
Assembly District 37: AssemblY'istrict 37 shall consist ot the p~t 
of Ventura County contained with the following whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1, en. CT9, CT 10, CT 11, CT75.02, CT 
77, CT78, CT79, CTBO.01, CT8J.O'., CTBO.03. CT81, CT82, CT83.01, 
CT 83.02, cr 84.01, CT 84.02, CT85. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 75.iJ-Tlat portion contained within the 
City of Simi Valley; together wth thl part of Santa Barbara County 
contained within the followingwholt and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT Hl)3, C119.04, CT 27.02, CT 27.03, CT 
27.05, CT 27.06, L727.07, CT Il.08, IT 28.02, CT 28.06, CT 28.07. 
Parb81 CensWi Tracts: CT 26.Q-Thlt portion contained within the 
City of Lompoc; CT 28.05-Thll porum not contained in AsseI1!bly 
District 35; together with the put of Los Angeles County contamed 
within the following whole cer.sus tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT f}()O(j, CT fXYJ1, CT 9002, CT 9003, CT 9004, 
CT 9005, cr 9006.01, CT 9006.02, cr 9006.03, CT 9007.01, CT 9007.02, 
cr 9008.01, cr 9008.02, CT 9009, CT 9010, CT 9011, CT 9012.01, CT 
9012.02, CT 9101, CT 9102, CT 9103, cr 9104, CT 9105, cr 9106, CT 
9107, CT 9108.01, CT 9108.02, cr 9109, CT 9110, CT 9200.01, CT 
9200.03, CT9200.21, CT9200.22, CT92(X).24, CT9200.25, CT9201, CT 
9202. 
Assembly District 38: Assembly Disbict 38 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1032.02, CT 1063, CT 1066.02, CT 1066.03, 
CT 1066.04, CT 1081, CT 1082, CT 1112.01, CT 1112.03, CT 1112.04, CT 
1131, CT 1132.01, CT 1132.02, CT 1132.03, CT 1133.01, CT 1133.02, CT 
1133.03, CT 1134.01, CT 1134.02, CT 1222, CT 1341.02, r:r 1342.01,CT 
1342.02, CT 1343.01, CT 1343.02, CT 1343.03, CT 1344.01, CT 1346, cr 
1347, CT 1349.01, CT 1351.02, CT 1352.01, CT 1371.01, CT 1371.02, CT 
1373 )1, CT 8002, CT 8003.01, CT 8003.21, CT 8003.22, CT 92(X).23, CT 
9203.03, CT 9203.11, CT 9203.12, CT 9203.13, CT 9203.21,. CT 9203.22, 
CT 9203.23, CT 9301, CT 9302. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 1021.01-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 903, 904, 905, 906, 909, 921, 926, 927, 928, and 930; 
CT l02L02-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 106, 
114,117, 118, 201, 202, 203, 205, 206, 207, 208, 210, 211, 301, 302, 303, 304, 
305, 306, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, and 407; CT 1033.02-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 104, 106, 107, 109, 117, 122, IUld 
125; CT l034-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 520, and 526; CT l062-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 104, 109, 110, 128, 215, 216, 219, 
_222,224, __ 235,240,~_~ ____ ~_
CT l064-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 204, 
206,207,208,209,~m_303,304,305,307, __ ~m~ 
313,401,402,403, 404, 406, 417, 422, 424, 429, 430, 431, 432, and 433; cr 
l065-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 301,302, 
304,306, 311, 312, 313, 314, 401, 402, 403, 405, 408, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416 
905, 907, 908, 917, 918, 922, 923, 924, 925, 926, 927, and 928; CT 1066.01-'-
That portion contained within Blocks 420 and 421; CT 1112.02--:-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 103, 104, 109, 110, 
m~mmm204,_206,207,_209,~m_~~ 
215, 216, 217, 218, 301, 302, 303, 304,3O.i, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 
313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, jl9, 324, 325, and 326; cr 1113.01-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 106, 
107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 1[5, 116, 117, 118, 201, 202, 203, 204, 
ro;; 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, and 226,' cr 
·113.02-That portion col~tained within the following Blocks: 101,102, 
~~~~~~~~mmm~~~~~ 
That portion cvntained within Blocks 109 and 111; cr 1153.01-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 
~~~~mm~202, __ 206,207,208,209,~m 
and 212; cr 1153.02-That portion wntained within the following 
.Blocks: 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, and 113; cr 1316-
That portion not contained in Assembly District 40; cr 1317-That 
portion not contained in Assembly District 40; cr 1326-That portion 
not contained h"1 Assembly District 40; cr 1341. OJ-That portion not 
contained in Assembly District 40,' cr 1344.02-That portion not con-
~ained in Assembly District 43; cr 1345-That portion not contained 
m Assembly District 40; cr 1348.01-That portion not contained in 
Assembly District 40; cr 1348.02-That portion not contained in As-
sembly District 40; cr 1349.tJ2-That portion not contained in Assem-
bl~' DIstrict 40; cr 1351.01-That portion not contained in AsSembly 
I?~Strict 40; cr 1352.02-That portion not contained in Assembly Dis" 
mct 43; cr 1352.03-That purtion not contained in Assembly District 
43; cr 1372.01-That portion not contained in Assembly District 40; 
cr 1372.02-That portion not contained in Assembly District 43; cr 
1373.02-That portion not contained in Assembly District 43; cr 
1373.03-That portion not contained in Assembly District 43; cr 
1374.01-That portion not contained in Assembly District 43; cr 
1375.01-That portion not contained in Assembly District 43; cr 
1375.02-Thatportion not contained in Assembly District 43. . 
Assembly DistnCt 39: Assembly District 39 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the follOwing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 1041.01, cr 1041.02, CT 1042.01, cr 
1042.02, cr 1043, cr 1044, cr 1045, CT 1046, CT 1047, CT 1048, cr 
1061.01, cr 1061.02, cr 1067, cr 1068, ("71091, cr 1092, cr 1093, cr 
1094, cr 1095, cr 1096.01, cr 1096.02, cr 1097, cr 1098.01, CT 
~02,cr~~cr~02,cr~~cr~02,cr~~ 
r:r 1151.02, cr 1152.02, CT 1154.01, cr 1154.02, cr 1171, cr 1172.01, 
l' 1172.02, cr 1173.01, cr 1173.02, cr 1173.03, cr 1174.01, cr 
1174.02, cr 1174.03, cr 1175, cr 1191, cr 1192, cr 1193, cr 1194, CT 
~CT~cr~cr~cr~cr~~CT~~cr 
1211, CT 1212, cr 1213, cr 1214, cr 1216, CT 1217, CT 1218, cr 1219, 
CT 1221, CT 1223, CT 1224, cr 1231.01. CT 3201, CT 32m, CT 3203. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 1~ That porbon contained within the 
follOwing Blocks: 105, 106, 107, 108, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 
120, 121, 125, 126, 127, 202, 205, 208, 211, 213, 249, 250, 2.'51, and 252; CT 
10M-That porbon contained within the following Blocks: 102, 103, 
104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,111,115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 
-~202,~-_~~~Q~q~~m~ 
and 513,' cr l065-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 101, 102, 104, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113,201,202, 203, 204, 
205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 307, 308, 309, and 310; CT 1066.01-That 
porbon contained within the follOwing Blocks: 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 
~m~m~m202,Q_206,207,208,209,~m~ 
~~~-~-~Qq307,308,309,~m~~ 
316, 317, 318, 401, 402, 406, 410, 413, 414, 433, 435, 491, 492, 495, 496, 497, 
and 498; cr 1112.02-That portion contained within the follOwing 
Blocks: 102, 105, 106, 107, 108, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121,201,202, and 
203; cr 1113. 01-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
~1S, 219, 220, and 225; CT 1113.02-Thatportion contained within the 
following Blocks: 201,202, 203, 204, _ 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 214, 
217, 219, and 220; CT 1152.01-That portion contained within the 
follOwing Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 110, 112, 113, 114, 
115, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 209, 210, 211, 212, and 213; CT 
1153.01-That portion contained within Blocks 201 and 226; G7' 
1153.02-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 101,102, 
103, 114, 115, 116, and 117. 
Assembly District 40: Assembly District 40 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the followiJ1g whole t..ld 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1176, CT 1202, CT 1203, CT 1204, GT 1215, 
r-r 1231.02, cr 1232, CT 1233.01, CT 1233.02, CT 1234, CT 1235, CT 
W1, CT 1235.02, cr 1237, CT 1238, CT 1239, CT 1241.01, CT 
u141.02, CT 1242.01, CT 1242.02, CT 1243, CT 1244, cr 1245, CT 1246, 
cr~CT~CT~~CT~02,CT~CT~CT~ 
CT 1275, CT 1276.01, CT 1276.02, CT 1277, CT 1278.01, CT 1278.02, CT 
1279, CT 1281, CT 1282, cr 1283.01, CT 1283.02, CT 1284, cr 1285, CT 
1286, CT 1287.01, cr 1287.02, cr 1288, CT 1311, CT 1312, GT 1j13, CT 
1314, CT 1315, CT 1318, CT 1319, CT 1321, CT 1322, CT 1323, CT 1324, 
CT 1325, cr 1327, CT 1328, CT 1329, cr 1331.01, cr 13ft1, CT 1392. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 124'3-That portion contained wi:.hin the 
following Blocks: 103,104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111,201,202, 203, 
204,205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 301, 302, 303, 304, Q 308, 309, 310, 
413, 414, and 415; CT 1249.02-That porbon contained within the 
following Blocks: 102, 103, 106, 107, 202, 203, _ 206, 207, 208, 301, 302, 
303,304, Q 306, 307, 308, and 309,' cr 1316-That portion contained 
within the follOWing Blocks: 108, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 301, 302, 303, 
304, 305, q 307, 308, 309, .110, 311, 312, 313, 401, 402, 403, 40( 405, and 
406; cr U17-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 210, 211, 218, and 219,' cr 
1326-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 201, 263, 
204,205, 206, 207, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, and 306; cr 1341.01-That 
porbon contained "",thin Block Group 1 and within the followU1g 
Blocks: 213,214,215, and 218; together with that part of Block 217 
located north and west of Hemmingway Street with the western 
extension; CT 1345-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: J01, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 
201,202,203,204, _ 206, 207, 210, and 218; CT 1348.01-That portion 
conWned within the following Blocks: 109,110,111,112, 201, 202, 203, 
and 204; CT 1348.02-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 106, 107, 108, 109, 110.201,202, 203, 204, 205, 302, 303, 304, and 
305; cr 1349.01-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
101,102, 103, and 112; cr 1349.02-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 101,103.104,106, 107, 312, 31S, 318, 319, 320, 321, 323, 
and 324; together with that part of Block 110 located east of Oso 
Avenue, with tbe southern extension; cr 1351.01-That portion con-
tained within the following 13locks: 306, 307, 310, 311, 312, 316, 317, 318, 
319, and321; CT 1372.01-Thatportion o/Block 101 locatednorthand 
east of the intersection of Rolling Road and Collins Street, western 
extension; CT 139S-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 111, 112, 312, 313, and 314; cr 
1396-That portion contained witllin the following Blocks: 101, 102, 
103,105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 140, and 141; 
CT 1411-That porbon contained within Block 405,. cr 1433-That 
portion contained within Bleck 511; cr 1434.01-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110, 
mmm~ __ A207,208,209,~m~~an~ 
CT 1435-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 101, 
~~~~~~~mm~~_~~~~ 
313. 
A{'semb~v District 41: Assembly District 41 shall consist of the part 
of L?s Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
WilDie Census Tracts: CT 1011, CT 1012, CT 1013, cr 1014, CT 
1031.01, CT 1031.02, CT 1032.01, CT 1033.01, CT 1812.. CT 181.1, cr 
1814, GT 3001, CT JOO2, CT 3003, CT 3(){)4, G73005, CT 3006, CT 
3007.01, CT3007.02, CT 3008, CT 3009, CT 3010, CT 3011 CT 3012.01, 
CT 3012.02, CT 3013, CT 3014, CT 3015, CT 3016, CF 3017, CT 3018, 
CT 3019, CT 3020, GT.J021. fJ1, CI' 3021.02, CT 3022, CT 3023, CT.'J024, 
CT3025.01, CT3025.02, CT3101, CT3102, CTJ103, G13104, CT4603, 
CT 4604, G"T 4605.01, CT 4605.02, CT 4606, CT 4607, cr ..;810. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 102:.01-That portion notcontdiI",,'d in 
Assembly District 38; CT 1021.02-That portion not conta.h"1ed in As-
sembly District 38; CT 1033.02-That portion not contained in Assem-
bly District 38; CT l034-That portion cont1i:Jed within the following 
Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 207, 208, 209, 211, 212, 213, 301, 
302,303,304, Q 306, 307, 308, ~ 310, 311, 401, 402, 403, 404,405,406, 
407, 408, 409, 410, 4n 412, 413,501,502, 503, 504, 505, 514, 524, and 527,-
CT 1d11-That portion contained witP ..h the follOwing Blocks: 102, 
116, 117, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 130, 204, m 206, 207, 
208, 211, 212, 213, 217, 218, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307. 308, 310, 311, 
312, 313, 314, 315, 316, and 317; CT 181S-That portion contained 
witr.in the following Blocks: 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
113, 114, 117, 118, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 207, 208, 301, and 302; cr 
1816-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 202, 208, 
209, 301., and 306" CT 186I-.That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 107, 109, 110, 201, 202, 203, 204, 301, 
302, ~ 304, 305, 307, 308, 309, 310, :iil, 312, 313,405, 406, 413, 418, 421, 
502,503, 50S, 506. 5(J15()8, 509, 510, 511.514.515, 601, 602, 603, 604, 60..'), 
606, 607, 608, and (J{J9; GT 1862-That portion contained within the 
following Block!': 101, 111, 505, 5(1), and 507; CT 1863-That portion 
contained witbin the fallorvillg Blocks: 101, 102, 1O:J, 104, 105, 106, 107, 
108,110, ,ll1d 121: ('"""1- i864-Thatporb'on contained within thefolloV,!-
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ing Blocks: 101, 104, 105, 1()f: 107, 108, 110, 111, 112, 201, and 202; cr 
31~All except that portiol1 c~n':lined within Assembly District 45; 
cr 3107-All except that portion CG.. 'ne? 'Nithin Assembly District 
45; cr 3108-All except that portion contained witr.in Assembly Dis-
trict 45; cr 3109-All except that portion contained withiIl Assembly 
District 45; cr 311O-All except that portion contained within Assem-
bly District 45; cr 3111-All except that portion contained within 
Assembly District 45; cr 311~All except that portion contained 
within Assembly District 45; cr 3113-All except that portion con-
tained within Assembly District 45; cr 3114-All except that portion 
contained within Block 110; cr 311S-All except that portion con-
tained within Assembly District 45; cr 3116-All except that portion 
contained within Assembly District 45; cr 3117-All except that por-
tion contained within Assembly District 45; cr 3118-All except that 
portion contained within Assembly District 45; cr .f60~That por-
tion contained within Blocks 508 and 509. 
Assembly District 42: Assembly District 42 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Ulhole Census Tracts: cr 4300.01, cr 4300.02, cr 4301.01, cr 
4301.02, cr 4302, cr 4303, cr 4304, cr 4305.01, cr 4305.02, cr 4306, 
cr 4307.01, cr 4307.21,cr 4307.22, cr 4308.01, cr 4308.02, LT 
4308.03, cr 4309, cr 4310, cr 4316, GT 4317, cr 4600, cr 4601, cr 
4611, cr 4612, cr 4613, cr 4624, cr 4625, cr 4626, cr 4627, CT 4628, 
cr~cr~cr~~CT~~cr~cr~cr~ 
cr 4635, cr 4636, cr 4637, cr 464(), cr 4641, CT 4642, cr 4800.02, 
cr 4801.02, cr 4802, cr 48IJ.5, cr 4806, CT 4807.01, cr 4807.02, cr 
4811, cr 4812.02, cr 4814, cr 4823.01. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 4311-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113,114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 
119, 120, 121, 123, 124, 125, 128, 129, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 
209, 210, 211,212, 213, 214, 215, 217, 219, 220, 221, 222, 225, 301,302,303, 
306, 307, 308, 309, Slo, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 325, 
326, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 418, 
419, 606, 807, and 610; cr 4313-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 216, 217, and 222,' cr 431S-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 103, 308, 401, and 405; cr 4318-That 
portion not contained in Temple Cit}~· cr 4602r-That portion con-
tained within the follOwing Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104. 105, 107, 201, 202, 
_~205,206,207,208,~302,~~~306,307,308,~~ 
403,406, 407, 408, 409, 410,501,502,503,504,505, 506, 507, 601,602,603, 
604, 605, 606, and 607; cr 4614-That portion contain.:1d within the 
following Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 
and 117; L'"'T 4617-That portion contained INithin the following 
Blocks: 224,405, and 406,' cr 4619-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 117, 201, 202, 203, 204,-205, 206, 207, 208, 215, 218, 219, 
220,221,223,224,307,308, 311, 312, 315, 316, 318, 319, 320, 321, 402, 421, 
422, 423, 424, 425, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, and 612,' cr 4622-
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 208, 209, 307, 310. 
311, 315, 318, 319, and 320; cr 4623-That portion containc>d within 
the foilowing Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 107, 110, 111, 112, 113,201,202, 
_206,209,~m~~302,m~m~m~~~ 
cr 4639-That portion contained within the follolNing Blocks: 101, 
102, 103, 105,106, 107, 108, 109, 111, 113, 114, 115, 201, 206, 207, 208, 209, 
210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 301, 302, 303, 304,305, 306, 
307, 308, and310; cr 48OO.01-That portion not contained in Temple 
City. 
Assembly District 43: Assembly District 43 shall comist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the follOwing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 1249.01, cr 1251, cr 1252, cr 1289, cr 
1331JJ2, cr 1374.01, cr 1374.02, cr 1375.03, cr 1375.04, cr 1376, cr 
1393, cr 1394, CT 1396, cr 1397.01, cr 1397.02, cr 1397.03, cr 
1398.01, CT 1398.02, cr 1411, cr 1412, cr 1413.01, cr 1413.02, cr 
1414, cr 1415, cr 1416, cr 1417, cr 1434.02, cr 1436.02, cr 1438.02, 
cr 1439.01, cr 1439.02, cr2164, CT2611.01, GT26ll.02, cr2612, cr 
2621, cr 2622, cr 2623.01, cr 2623.02, CT 2623.03, cr 2624, cr 
2641.01, cr 2641.02, cr 2642, L'"'T 2643.01, cr 2651, cr 2652, cr 
~~CT~02,cr~~CT~02,cr~~cr~02, 
cr~cr~cr~cr~cr~~cr~02,cr~ 
cr 7011, cr 80(J1. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 1249.02-That portion co.ntained within 
the follOwing Blocks: 101, 104, 105, 108, 201, and 204; CT 12..'j4-That 
portion contained within the follolNing Blocks: ;(16. 10~ 109, 109, 110, 
206, 207, 208, 2()f;, 210, 211, 302, 303, 304, 305. 306, 308, 3O!J, 3ID, 313,401, 
~. 4OJ, 405, 408, 409, 411, 412, and 413; CT lJ44 (jjJ~That portion 
contained INithin the following Blocks: 302, 30.3, 310. 31~~ a.nd 319; cr 
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1352.02-That portion contained rithin the following Blocks: 201.202, 
203, and 323; cr 1352.(n-That p?rtion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 102,103,104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 116. 
205,206,207,208,209,~mm_~307,_Q~mm 
m~~~~~402,404,~406,407,~~m~m 
414, 41.;' 416, 42D, and 421, cr 1372.()2-That portion contained witlJin 
the follolNing Blocks: 106, 107, 108, and 120; CT 1373. (}2-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101, J(n, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 
108,111,112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 202, 203, 204, _ 207, 
208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213,214, 215, 223, 224, 225, 226. and 227; cr 
1373.03-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 102, 103, 
104,105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 114, 124, 125, 126, 131, 133, and 
139,' cr 1374.01-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
213,214,215, 301, 302, 304, 305, 306, 307, JOB, and 310; CT 1375.01-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 201, 202, 203, and 204; 
cr 1375.0~That portion contained ",ithin the following Blocks: 119, 
203,204, _ 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 221, 222,223,301,302, 
303,304,305.306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, .117, 318, 
319, 320, 321, 322, and 323; cr 139S-Tilat portion not contained in 
AssembJy District 40; cr 1396-That portion not contained in Assem-
bly District 40; G'"'T 1433-That portion not contained in Assembly 
District 40; cr 1434.01-That portion not contained in Assembly Dis-
tn'ct 40; cr 1 ";J5.-That portion not contained in A.ssembly District 40; 
cr 2628-That portion not contained in Assembly District 44; cr 
2oi3-That portion not contained in Assembly District 44; cr 2674.01 
-That portion not contained in A.ssembly District 44; cr 2674.02-
That portion contamed within the following Blocks: 103, 104, 105, 106, 
~~~~~202,203,204,_206,~208,209,~~m 
cr 2676-That portion not contained in AssembJy District 44; CT 
7004-That portion not contained in Assembly District 45. 
Assembly District 44: Assembly Distn'ct 44 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the follolNing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 2165, cr 2166, cr 2625, cr 2626, cr 
2627.01, cr 2627.02. cr 2643.02, cr 2655, CT 2656, cr 2657, cr 2671, 
cr 2672, cr 2677, cr 2678, CT 2679, cr 2691, CT 2692, cr 2693, cr 
2694, cr 2695, GT 2696,CT 2697, cr 2698, CT 2699.01, cr 2699.02, cr 
2701, cr2702, CT2703, CT271l.01, cr2711.D2, cr2712, cr2713, cr 
2714, CT2715, CT2716, CT2717.01, cr2717.02, CT2718, cr2719, cr 
2721, CT 2722, cr 2731, cr 2732, cr 2733, cr 2736, cr 2737, Cl 
7012.01, cr 7012.02, cr 7013.01, Cl' 7013.02, cr 7014, cr 7015.£11, cr 
7015.02, cr 7016.01, cr 7016.02, CT 7017.01, cr 7017.02, cr 7018.£11, 
cr 7£118.02, cr 7019, cr 7020, cr 7021, cr 7(}22.01, cr 7022.02, cr 
7023, CT 8004, cr 8005. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 2628-That portion contained within the 
follOwing Blocks: 115, 201, 202, 203, 204, _ 206, 207, 209, 210, 211, 212, 
213, 302, 304, 305, 309, 310, 311, 312, 314, 325, 326, 327, and 328; cr 
2673-That portion contained within the follolNing Blocks: 103, 104, 
~mmm202,203,204,_206,~~mm~~302, 
303, and 304; cr 2674.01-That portion contained within Block 107; 
CT 2674.02-That portion contained within Blocks 1£11 and 102; i.-7 
2676-That porbon contained withi.~ the following Blocks: 101, ./02, 
105,106, 107, 108.109, 11£1, 111,112, 113,114, 201, 202, 203, 204, _ 206, 
207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 301, :le2, 
:~03, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 310, 311, 312, and 313; cr 2723.01-Tha~ 
portion contained witbin the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 
106, 107, 201, 202, 20.3, 204, 205, and 206,' GT 2723.02-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, and 
107,' cr 27J8.-Tbat portion contained within Block 101. 
Assembly District 45.. Assembly District 45 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained ",ithin the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 1253, cr 1255, cr 1256, cr 1431, CT 1432, 
cr 1436.01, cr 1437, CT 1438.01, cr 1Bq1, GT 188iWl, CT 1893, cr 
~cr~~_CT~~cr~02,CT~cr~cr 
1901, cr 1902, cr 1903.01, cr 1903.02, cr 1905, Gj'1906, cr 1907, CT 
1908.. cr 1909, cr 1917, cr 1918. cr 1919.01, CT 1919.02, CT 1921, cr 
1922, cr 1923, cr 1924, cr 1941, CT 1942, CT 1943, cr 1944, cr 1.94/;, 
cr2115, cr2116, cr2117, cr2141, CT2142, CT2143, cr2144, CT 
2145, CT2146, CT2147, GT2148, cr2149, cr2151, cr2152, Cr2153, 
cr 2161, cr 2163, GT 2167, CT 2168, CT 2169, cr 3105, CT 3200, CT 
7001, GT 7002, cr 7003. 
Partial Census Tracts; CT 1254-TiJat portion contained withi'1 the 
following Blocks: 101,103, 104, lOb, 111,112, 113, 114, 115, 203, 204, 20t 
406, and 407, CT 1891-That portion contained within Blocks 105 and 
106; CT 1892-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
101, 103, 104, 105, 107, 108, 109, 110, and 111; cr 216~Tllat portion 
not contained in Assembly District 49; er 3104-That porbon COl1-
taincd within the following Blocks: 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 312, 
313, 316, 317, 318, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, and 406; er 3106-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 502, 505, 506, 508, 510, 
511,512, &'J2, 803, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 6./3, 614, 615, 616, and 617; er 
!Hll-That portion contained within the following Biocks: 101, 102, 
103,104,105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110.112, 113, 114, 115, 117, 201, 203, 204, 
205, 206. 210, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 301, 302, 303, 304, :J05, 306, 311, 312, 
313, 314, 401, 402, 403, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413,414,415, 501, 
502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, /J09, 510, 511, 514, 518, 521, 522, 601, 611, 
613, 614, 615, 616, 617, and 621; er 3108-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 304, 3fJi), 310, 401, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 
409, 410, 501,502,503,504, 5q5, 506, and 507; er 3109-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101,103,108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
113, 114, 115, 201, 202. 203, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209,210, 211, 212, 301, 302, 
303,304,305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 
409, 507, 601 .. 602, 604, 605, 607, 608, 609, 610, 612, 701, and 702; er 
311~That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 103, 
104,105, 106, 107, 109, 110, 11],201,202, 203. 204.. 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 
210, 211, 212, 213, 301, 302, 303, 304, :J05, 306, 307, 308, 402, 403, 404, and 
4M; er :JIll-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
102, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 
301,302, 303,304,305, 306, 307, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, and 412; 
cr 3112-That porb'on contained within tl::e following Blocks: 108, 
109, 110, 11'. 112, 205, 207, 208, 209, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 309, 311, 
312, 402, 403, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, and 410; cr 3113-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 103, 104.105, 201, 202, 203, 210, 
211,212, 302, 303, 304, 312, and 313; er ,'lll4-Thatportion contained 
within Block 110; er 3115-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 201, 202, 20.7, 204 205, 206, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, and 606; 
er 3116-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 101, 
104,105, 107, 108, 109, 110,111.112, 113, 114, 115, 118, 119, 120, 121,201, 
202, 212, 213, 214, 215, and 601; er 31l7-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 502, 503, 504, 
505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 601, 602, 803, 604, 605, and 606; er 311S-That 
portion contained withiiJ the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 110, 
112, 114, 115, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 401, 402, 403, 
404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 410, fJ1d 411; er 7004-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 
'10, 112, 508, 512, 513, and 514. 
Assembly District 46: Assembly District 46 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: er 1872, er 1882.02, CT 1904, er 1911, er 
1912.01, er 1912.02, er 1913, er 1914, er 1915, er 1916.01, er 
1916.02, er 1925, er 1926, er 1927, er 1951, er 1952, er 1953, er 
1954, er 1955, er 19..'f6, er 1957, er 1958, er 1959, er2083, er2084, 
CT 2085, er 2086, er 2087, er 2088, er 2(J89, er 2091, er 2094, er 
2095, CT2098, er211i, er2112, er2113, CT2114, er2118, er2119, 
CT 2121, er 2122, er 2123, er 2124, er 2125, er 2126, er 2132, er 
2133, er 2134. 
Partial Census Tracts: er 1873-That portion contained within the 
follOwing Blocks: 216, 225, 227, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 302, 303, 306, 308, 
309, 310, 311, and 312; er 1891-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 101,103, 104, 107, 108, 201202, 203, 204, 205, 207, 208, 
301, J02, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 401, 402.. 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 
501,502.503,504.505,506, and 507; CT 1892-Tha: portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 301, 302, 
303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, and 407; er 
1974-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 103, 
104, 105. 107, 108. 109, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 310, 311, 401, 402, 
403,405,406, 408, 409, 4./0, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 422, 423, 
424, 425, 427, 428, 429, 432, and 433; er 2082-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 103,104, 105, 106, 107, and 108,' er2092-
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101,103, 104, 105, 
107, 108, 110, 116, 117, 202, 213, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 
310,311, and 312,' er ~That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 201,206, 207, 208, 213, 214, 301, 302, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 
309, 310, and,311; CT 2096-That portion contllined within the follow-
ing Blc...::ks: 205, 206, 209, 210, 211, 216, 217, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 
307, and 308; er 2097-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 201, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 210, 212, 213, 214, and 215; er 
2127-That portion contained withirl the follOwing Blocks: 101,102, 
~ 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 202, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 
210, 211, 212, .213, 214, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 
314,315, 4111, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, and 413,' 
CT 2131-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: HJ2, 
103, 204, 211, 212, 214, and 215. 
Assembly District 47: Assembly District 47 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: er 2214.02, er 2215.01, C1 2215.02, er 
2216.01, CT 2216.02, er 2217.02, er 2218, CT 2219, L"T 2221, er 2222, 
cr 2223, cr 2224, er 2225, cr 2226, er 2227, er 2246, cr 2247, CT 
2264, CT 2265, er 2266, er 2267, er 2281, (,12282, CT 2283, er 2284, 
er2285, CT2286, CT2287, er2288" er2289, (,12291, CT2292" er 
2293, er2294, CT2311, er2312, er2313, er2314, er2Jl5, er2316. 
er 2317, CT 2318, er 2319, CT 2321, cr 232£, er 2323, er 2324, CT 
2328, er 2391, cr 2392, er 2393, CT 2394, cr 5325, er 5326.01, ('T 
5326.02, CT 5327, er 5328, er 533101, CT 5331.02, er 5332, er 5335, 
er 5336, cr 5338.01, er 5338.02, er S34J, CT 5344.01, er 5344.02, CT 
5345. 
Partial Census Tracts: er 2212-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 104, 105, 106, and 201; cr 2245-That portion con-
tained within the follOwing Block~: 103,104,105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 
113,114,115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134,201, 
202,203,207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 222, 223, and 
225; CT 5324-That portion contained within the City of Huntington 
Park; CT 5329-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 
~~~~~~~202,306,~402,403,404,q~_ 
er 5330-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 
~~~~~~~m~m~202,m309,~m 
504, 506" 508, and 509. 
AssembJy District 48: Assembly District 48 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: er 2377, CT 237~ CT 2382, CT 2383, er 2395, 
er 2396, CT 2397, er 2398, er 2399, CT 2401, CT 2402, er 2403, 
er 2404, CT 24OS, er 2406, 02407, er 2408, er 2409, er 2411, er 
2412, er2415, CT2416, er2421, CT2422, er2423, er2424, er242S, 
er 2426, CT 2427, CT 2428, er 2429, CT 2431, er 5347, er /5.14b: er 
5349, CT 53SO, CT 5351.01, er 5351.02, er 5352, er 5353, er 5354, er 
5355, er 5S5(W1, er 5356.02, CT 5357, er 5358.01, er 5358.02, er 
5359, er 5360, er 5361, CT 5362, er 5400, CT 5401.01, er 5401.02, er 
S402, CT 5403, er 5404, er S4os, er 5406, er 5407, CT 5417. 
Parb'al Census Tracts: er 2414-Th!lt portion contained within th, 
following Blocks: 101,103,104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,111, 112, 113, 
208,209,m_303,304,~m~m~~~402,403,407, 
408, 409,421, 505,.506, 5IJ7, 508, 509, and 510; CT 5329-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 203, 204, 2OS, 206, 301, 302, 303, 
304, and 305; er 5330-That portion contained within the lOllowing 
Blocks: 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 
310, 311, 314, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, SOl, S02. and 503; CT 
S408-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 10./, 102, 
~~~206,208,~m302,303,304,305,306,308,309,_403, 
405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, SOl, 502, SU3, 50S, and 506; er 5412-
That portion contained withhl the following Blocks: 701, 702, 703, 704, 
705, 706, 707, 708, and 710,' er 5414-That portion contained within 
Blocks 101 and 103; CT 541S-That portion contained within the City 
of Lynwood. 
Assembly District 49: Afsembly District 49 shall consist of the p3I't 
of Los Angeles County contained within the follOwing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT2128, er2129, CT2171, CT2172, ('T2181, 
er 2182, CT 2183, er 2184, er 2185, CT 2186, CT 2187, er 2188, er 
2189, er2191, Cr2192, er2193, CT2194, er2195, er2196, er2197, 
er 2198, CT 2199, er 2201, CT 2202, er 2213, er 2214.01, er 2341, 
CT 2342. er 2343,. er 2344, er 234S, er 2346, er 2347, er 2349, CT 
2351, CT2361, CT2362.01, CT2362.02, GT2363, L'T2364, er2734, er 
2735, CT2739, CT2741, er274£, CT2751.01, er2751.02, er2752, er 
2753.01, er 2753.02, GT 2754, CT 2755, cr 2756, er 2765, CT 2766.01, 
er 2766.02, er 2781, er 2947.99, er 2949.99, er 2951.99, er 2961.99, 
er~99,CT~~er~99,er~99,er~99,er~ 
er 7025, er 7026, er 7027, er 7028.01, er 7028.02, er 7028.03, er 
7029, er 7029.99, er 7030.01, CT 7030.02, CT 7031, CT 7032. 
Partial Census Tracts: er2127-Thatportion contained within the 
following Blocks: 113, 201, 203, 204, 312, and 313; GT 2131-That por-
tion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 101, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 
109, 110, 111, 112, 201, 202, 203, 207, 208, and 209,' cr 2162-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 
206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 50S, 506, 507, and 508; (,12212-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 202, 203, 204, 205, 206. 
207, 208, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 401, 402, and 403; er ~ 
Thatportion contained within the following Blocks: 101,102, 202, m 
79 
204, 324, 407, 408, and 409; cr 2723.01-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 302, 305, and 307; C7 2723.0.2-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 108, 109, and 110.; cr 27J8..-
That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 102, 103, 104, 105, 
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111,201,202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 
m~_m~_q~mQ~m~~mcr 
27fi4-Thilt portion contained within the following Blocks: 10.1, 10.2, 
m~~~~202,~204,205,206,207,208,~ __ q 
~_~" __ 407,408,~~~~Q~~~ 
cr 2766.03-That portion contained within the follovving Blocks: 908, 
909, 915, 914 917, 918, and 919; cr 2767-That portion contained 
within the follOwing Blocks: 304, 306, 314, 40.1, _ and 403. 
Assembly District 50: Assembly District 50 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 2325, cr 2326, cr 2327, L 72352.0.1, -cr 
2352.02, cr 2371, cr 2372, CT 2373, cr 2374, cr 2375, cr 2376, cr 
2379, cr2381, cr2384, cr2385, cr2388, cr2413, cr2761, cr2762, 
cr 2763, cr 2768, cr 2769, cr 2771, cr 2772, cr 2773, cr 2774. cr 
2911, cr 2912, CT 5409.0:, cr 5409.0.2, cr 5410.0.1, cr 6001, cr 
6002.0.1, cr 6002.02, cr 6003.0.1, cr 6003.02, cr 6004, cr 6005.0.1, cr 
6005.02, cr(j()()6, CT6007.01, cr6007.02, cr6008.0.1, cr6008.o.2, cr 
6009.0.1, cr 6009.0.2, cr 6010, cr 6011, cr fi012.o.J, cr 6012.0.2, cr 
6013.0.1, cr 6013.0.2, cr 6013.03, cr 6014.0.1, GT 6014.02, cr 6015, CT 
6018, cr 6019, CT 6028, cr 6200, cr 6200.99, CT 6201, CT 6202. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 2348-That portion contained within the 
follOWing Blocks: 103, 104, 105, 106,'107, 108, 201, 205, 206, 207, 208, 30.1, 
___ qmqQ~_~_G"_~_ 
cr 2414-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 201, 
202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 501, and ~. cr 
2764-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 303,304, 
307, 308, and 309; cr 2766.03-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 10.1, 102, 104, and 901; IT 2767-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 10.1,10.2, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 
201, 202, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 210, 301, _ q and 309; cr 2913-
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 125, 126, 127, and 
128; cr 6017-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
~~m202,204,205,~ __ m~~~"~~ 
406; CT 6022-That portion not contained in Assembly District 53; CT 
6022.0.1-That portion not contained in Assembly District 53; cr 
6023.0.1-That portion contained within the following Blocks-' 10.1, 102, 
m~~~~~~~m202,~204,205,206,207,208, 
209,~~_m~_Q~qQ~~_408,~ 
~m~~~~Q~~_Q~m~~~ 
cr 6027-That portion contai!1ed within the following Blocks: 10.1, 
104, 105, 106, 107, 108, and 109. 
Assembly District 51: Assembly District 51 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 2974, cr 6203.0.1, cr 6203.02, cr 6203.03, 
cr6204, cr6208, cr6209.0.1, cr"i209.02, cr6210..0.1, GT6210..0.2, cr 
6211, cr 6212, CT 6213.0.1, CT 6213.0.2, cr 6214, cr 6500.0.1, cr 
6500.02, cr 6501.0.1, cr 6501.02, cr 6502, cr 6503, CT 6504, cr 
~~cr~02,cr~~cr~02,CT~03,CT~~ 
cr~02,cr~cr~~CT~02,cr~~CT~02, 
cr 6511.0.1, cr 6511.02, cr 6512.0.1, cr 6512.21, cr 6512.22, GT 
65i30.1, CT6513.o.2, cr6514, cr6700.0.1, cr6700.02, cr6700.03, cr 
670.1, cr 6702.0.1, cr 6702.02, cr 6703.0.1, CT 6703.02, cr 6704.0.1. CT 
6704.02, CT 6705, cr 6706, cr 6707.02. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 2964-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: Q ~ Q 518, 519, and 523; cr 2967-That por-
tion contained within the following Blocks: 103,104, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, and 212,' GT 2968-
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 201,202, 203, 204, 
205, 206, 2f(l, 208, 209, 2.10, 211, 212, 301, ~. 303, ~ _ q 307, 308, 
309, 310, 311, 312, and 313; cr 2973-That portion contained within 
Blocks 307 and q. cr 6206.o.2-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 10.1,102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111,20J, 
202, ~ 204, 306, ~ q Q 310, 401, 408, and 409; cr6207.o.2-That 
portion contained within the follDwing Blocks: 209, 210, 211, 213, 214, 
215, 216, 217, 219, 301, 30'2, 304, _ 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 318, 40.2, 
403, " 405, _ and 414. 
Assembly District 52: Assembly District 52 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 4033.12, cr 4033.14, cr 4O .. :U.15, cr 4034, 
cr 4fJ8(j.02, CT 4081.0.1, GT 4081.0.2, CT 4081.31, cr 4081.32, cr 
80 
~~cr~~CT~02,cr~03,cr~~cr~~ 
cr 4086.22, CT 4086.23, cr 4086.24, cr: 4086.25, cr 4087.01, CT 
4087.0.2, CT 5001, cr 5002.0.1, CT 5002.0.2, CT 5015.0.1, cr 5016, cr 
5017, CT 5019, cr 503.1-0.1, cr 5033.02, cr 5034.01. cr 5034.02, cr 
~~cr~.cr~~cr~02,cr~~cr~~ 
cr 5037.03, cr 5038.0.1, cr 5038.0.2, cr 5039.0.1, cr 5039.0.2, c:-
5040.0.1, CT 5040.0.2, cr 5041.0.1. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 4024.04-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 102,103, 104, 105, 108, 109, 122, 139, 140, and 141; 
GT 4033J}~-That portion contained within the follOWing Blocks: 102, 
103,104, 106, 108, 109, 116, 117, 118, 119, 903, 912, 913, 914, 915, 916, 917. 
922,926, 928, 929, and 930.; cr 4033.11-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 10.2, 103, 105, 106, 107, 108, 120, 125, 920, 921, 922, 
923, 924, 930, 93.5, and 937; cr 4033. 13-That portion not contained in 
Assembly District 65; cr 4065-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 407, 408, ~ 410, 501, 502, 503, 504, _ 509, 510.; cr 
4066.0.1-That portion contained within the follOWing Blocks: 107, 201, 
20.2, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, and 311; cr 4066.0.2-That porbon 
contained within the following Blocks: 108, 109, 20.1. 202, 203,204,205, 
206, 207, 208, 30.1, 30.2, 303, 304, _ 306, m 308, 309, 401, 40.2, 403, 404, 
406, 407, 408, and 409; cr 4079-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 127, 128, 130, and 132,' cr 
408O.0.1-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 107. 108, 
109, 110, 111, 112, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 202, ~ and 204; LT 
4082.0.1-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 109, 110, 
111,112, 116, 117, 118, 119, 121, 122, 123, 124, 141, 160, 165, 169, 172, 173, 
174,175, 204, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 242, 247, 248, 249, 
and 256; cr 4082.0.2-Thac portion contained within Block 338; cr 
4084.02-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 103, 10( 
105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 113, 131,201,203,204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 
210, 211, 217,218, 219, 901, 902, 903, 909, 910., 913, 915, and 928; cr 
~That portion contained within Block 116; cr 501~That por-
tion contained WIthin the follOwing Blocks: 10.1, 102, 103, and 108; cr 
5013-That portion contained within Block 10.1; cr 5015.02-That 
portion contained v"itliln the following Blocks: 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 
207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 30.1, 30.2, 303, 304, _ 306, 307, 601, 602, 603, 
604,605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 70.1, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 
and 710,' CT 501S-That portion contained within the follOwing 
Blocks: 10.1, 102, 103, 105, 106, 10.7, 109, 110, 113, 117, 121,201,202, 203, 
204, 205, 206, 207, 208, and 610.; cr 5020..01-That portion containl' 
within the following Blocks: 10.1, 10.2, J04, 105, 106, 201, 202, 203, 2i:J+, 
205, 206, 207, 301, 302, and 303; CT 5020.0.2-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 
407, 408, and 409; cr 5031.0.1-That portion contained within the 
follOwing Blocks: 201,202, 203, 204, 205, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 
216,217, 301, _ 303, 304, _ 306,.307, q Q and 310,' cr5032.0.1-
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 10.1, 102, 103, 104, 
~~~~mm207,208,209,~_306,mq~~ 
GT 5032.02--That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 101, 
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, and 306. 
Assembly District 53: Assembly District 53 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
W}101eCensus Tracts: cr292.', cr2931, cr2932.0.1, cr2932.0.2, cr 
2933, cr 5410-0.2, cr 5433.03, cr 5433.22, CT 5434, cr 5435.01, cr 
5435.02,CT5435.03,CT~~cr~04,cr~~cr~02, 
CT~03,cr~~cr~02,cr~~cr~02,cr 
~02,cr~~cr~02,CT~02,CT~~CT~02, 
cr6025.0.1, cr6025.o.2, cr6025.03, cr5026, cr6029, cr6030.01, cr 
6030..0.2, cr 6031, CT 6032, cr 6033, GT 6034, 'cr 6035, cr 6036, cr 
6037.0.1, CT 6037.0.2, CT 6038, cr 6039, CT 6040. cr 6041, cr 6205.0.1, 
CT 6205.0.2, CT 6206.0.1, cr 6207.0.1. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 2913-That portion contained within the 
follOwing Blocks: 107, 111, 112, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 
123,201, 202, ~ 206, 212, 213, 214, 217, 218, 219, 302, 303, 304, 305, 3Ob~ 
m 308, Q 310, 311, and 312; cr 2944-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 120, 123. 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 30.1, 
303,305, 308, 310., 404, _ and 410,' cr 2951-That porb'on contained 
witJUI. the following Blocks: 101, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
113, 114, 133, 20.1, 202, ~ 205, 206, 207, and 208; cr 2964-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 402, 403, _ 407, 408, 
409, 410, and 411; cr 5431-That portion not contained in the City of 
Compton; CT 5432-That portion contained within the City of Car-
son; cr 5433.01-That portion contained within the City of Cars, 
CT 5433.21-That portion not contained WI-thin the City of CarSOl,_ 
cr 5436.o.2-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 103, 
104, and 10.5; CT 544O-That portion not contained in Assembly Dis-
trict 57; cr 6016-'l11at portion contained within the City of Haw-
thorne; cr 6017-That portion contained 'Nithin the City of Haw-
thorne,· cr 6020.01-That portion contained within the City of 
Hawthorne; cr 6022--'l11at portion contained within the City of 
Hawthorne; cr 6023.01-'l11st portion contained within the City of 
ffawthorne; cr 6027-'l11st pcrtion contained within the following 
Jlocks: 103, 201, 202, 203, 204, 20.'5, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 
304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, and 411; cr 
6206.02-'l11st portion contained within the following Blocks: 205, 206, 
_208,209,~m302, __ 305,m402,_406,407,~m 
~~~~ __ ~_~~_~_cr~02-
'l11at portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, Ja'?, 104, 
105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 201, 202, 203, 204, 
205,206,207,208,306,307,308,_~407,408,_~~~_ 
503, 504, 505, ~ 507, _ 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, and 516; cr 
6707.01-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, Ill, 
112, 113, 122, 124, 132, 201, 202, 203, 205, 206, _ m 209, 210, 211, 215, 
~302,_~305,306,307,308,~402, ___ 406,407,408, 
_ 410, 411, and 413. 
Assembly District 54: Assembly District 54 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
W110le Census Tracts: cr 5411, cr 5413, cr 5415, cr 5416.01, cr 
5416.02, cr 5420, cr 5421.01, cr 5421.02, cr 5422, cr 5424.01, cr 
5424.02, cr 5425, cr 542fj cr 5427, cr 5428, cr 5429, cr 5430, cr 
5432, GT 5531, CT 5532, cr 5533, cr 5535, cr 5536, cr 5537, cr 5538, 
CT 5539, GT 5540, cr 5541, cr 5542, CT 5543, cr 5544.01, CT 5544.02, 
CT 5550, CT 5552.02, cr 5700.01, cr 5700.02, CT 5700.03, CT 5707.01, 
CT 5707.02, CT 5708, CT 5709.01, CT 5709.02, C!' 5710, cr 5711.01, cr 
5711.02, cr 5712, CT 5713, CT 5714, cr 5736, c: 5737, cr 5738. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 5408-That portion contained within the 
followiIlg Blocks: 105, 201, 204, 205, 209, and 211; cr 5412-That por-
tion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 
107, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 301, 302, 303, 304; 305, 306, 307, 
401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 467, 408, _ 501, 503, 504, 505, ~ 507, 601, 
602, 6a3, 604, 605, 606, 6()7, 608, and 709; CT 5414-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 105, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 301, 
302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 401,403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, _ 410, 501, 
50Jt 503, 504, _ 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, and 511; cr 5418-That 
'Qrtion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 2U7, 208, 209, 219, 
~ 606, and 611; CT 5431-That portion not contained in Assembly 
District 53; CT 5432-'l11at portion not contained in Assembly District 
tJ3; CT 5433.01-'l11at portion not contained in the Assembly District 
tJ3; cr 5433.21-That portion not contained in Assembly District 53; 
cr 5715.01-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks. 101, 
115, 117, and 118; CT 5739.01-That portion contained withiJl the 
following Blocks: 901, 902, 920, and 921. 
~embly District ~5: Assembly District 55 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the follOwing whole and 
partial Cf'nsus tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1831.01, cr 1831.02, cr 1832, cr 1834, cr 
1835, cr 1836, cr 1837, CT 1838, cr 1851, CT 1852.01, CT 1852.02, cr 
1853, CT 1871, CT 1883. cr 1971, cr 1972, CT 1973, CT 1975, cr 1991, 
CT 1993, cr 1994, CT 1995, CT 1996, (.71997, CT 1998, cr 1999, cr 
2011, cr 2012, cr 20.18, GT 2014.01, CT 2014.02, cr 2015.01, cr 
2015.02, CT 2016, cr 2017, CT 2031, CT 20.32, cr 2033, cr 2036, cr 
2037, CT 2038, GT 48fJ8, GT 4609, cr 4615, CT 4620, CT 4621, cr 4638, 
cr5307, CT 53(,~ cr 5309. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT1811-'l11at portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 107, 108, 109, 110, 112, 113, !14, 118, and 131; CT 
181S-'l11at portion contained within the following Blocks: 206, 209, 
210, 211, 212, 213, 303, 304, 305, 311, 318, and 319; cr 1816-That 
portion contained within the follewing Blocks: 101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 
~203,~205,206,207,302,303,~305,307,~~R~_ 
CT 1833-'l11at porticn t:Ontained within the following Blocks: 101, 
102,103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111- 112, 113,201,202, 203, 204, 
205, 206, 207, 208, 210, 211, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, S07, 308, :H.J, 310, 311, 
and 312; cr 1862-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 104,105, 106, 107, 108, 109.. 110, 201, 202, 203, 204, 207, 208, 209, 
210, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, _ 310, 401, _105, 406, 414, 
415,501,502,503, and 504; cr l~That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 118, 120, 2U1, 202, ~ 205, _ 208, 210, 211, 219, 
305, 307, 308, 310, 311, 312, 316, 319, 321, 322, 323, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 
'17, 408, _ 410, 411, 412, 416, 421, 423, and 424; CT 1864-That 
.Jrtion not contained in Assembly District 41; cr 1873-'l11at portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101, 103, 109, 117, 118, 129, 130, 
131,203,226,229, 304, 30,1;, 307, 313, 317, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 408, _ 
410, 411, and 412; cr 1974-That portion contained within !he follow-
ing Blocks: 202, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 
~_~ __ ~_m308,~~mm~~~ 
cr 2035-That portion contained within Block 316; CT 4614-'l11at 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 114, 201, 202, 203, 204, 
205,206,207, 208,209, 210.211, 212, 213,214,301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 
307, 308, 309, ,310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, and 316; CT 4617-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 104, 105, 106, 107, 
108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 201, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 
210, 212, 213, 215, 219, _ 221, ~ W, _ and 404; cr 4619-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 114, 
115, 116, 120, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 
501,502,503,504, and 505; CT 4622-'l11at portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 101,102,103, 105, 106, 111, 112, 115, 116, 117, 118, 
201,202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 212, 214, 301, 302, 313, 314, and 321; cr 
4623-J:~at portion contained within the following Blocks: 211, 306, 
307, 309, 401, 402, __ 408, _ 410, 411, 414, 415, 416, 417, 501, _ 
503, and 504; CT 4639-'l11at portion contained within the following 
blocks: _ 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, and 316; CT 5306-'l11at portion 
COJ1tained within the follOwing Blocks: 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 
110, 111,203,204,209, 211, 214, 216, 408, 412, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 
~ 508, 509, 601, 602, 609, and 612; cr 5310-'l11at portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 501, 503, 504, and 505; cr 5311-'l11at 
porban contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 
106, ·107, 108, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, and 507. 
Assembly District 56: Assembly District 56 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
W1101e Census Tracts: CT 1976, CT 1977, cr2034, cr2039, cr2V42, 
cr2043, cr2044, cr2045.01, CT2045.02, cr2046, cr2047, cr2048, 
cr 2049, CT 2051, CT 2061, CT 2062, cr 2063, CT 2064, cr 2065, CT 
2071, cr2072, LT2073, CT2074, CT2075, CT2076, cr2077, cr2078, 
cr 2079, CT 2081, CT 2211, cr 2217.01, CT 2241, CT 2242, cr 2243, 
cr2244,CT2261, CT2262, cr2263, cr5303, cr5304, cr53lM, cr 
5312, CT 5313, CT 5314, CT 5315, cr 5316.01, cr 5316.02, cr 5317.01, 
cr .'1317.02, cr 5318, CT 5319. cr 5323.01, cr 5323.02, CT 5324, CT 
5333, cr 5334, cr 5337, CT 5339, cr 5340, cr 5341, cr 5342. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 2035-That porban contained within the 
following Blocks: 103, 104, 105, 106, 120, 212, 217, 218, 219, _ 221,301, 
302,303,304,308, _ 310, 311, 312, 401, 402, 403, 404, 407, 408, 409, 410, 
411, and 412.: CT 2041-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 102, 103, 106, 201, 202, 203,204,205, 206, 301, 302, _ 304, 3M. 
306, 307, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, and 407; cr 2082-Tbat portion 
contained within the follOwing Blocks: 101, 102, 201, 202, 203, 204,_ 
206, 301, _ 303, 304, 305, and 306; cr 2092--That pvrtion contained 
within the following Blocks: 207, 209, 215, and 216; cr 2093--Tbat 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 106, 
107, and 108; CT 2096-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 101, 102, 107, 108, 109, 110, 119, 120, and 121; cr 2097-Tbat 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 115, 116, 117, and 
118; cr 2212-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
101,102, 103, 404, 405, 406, and 407; CT 2£45-That portion contained 
within Block 226; cr 5306-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 206, 208, 210, 212, 215, '301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 401, 402, 
403, 404, and 405; cr 5310-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 101, 103, 104, 105, 106, 203, 204, 205, 209, 210, 301, 307, ~ 
401,402,403,404,405,406, 407, 502, ~ ~ 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 
6()7, a!1d 608; cr 5311-That portiO!1 contained within the following 
Blocks: 201, 202, 203, 208, 211, 212, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 307, 401, 402, 
403,404,405, 406, and 407; CT 5318-That portion contained within 
the follOwing Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 1~ 201, 202, 
203,204,205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, and 307. 
Assembly Distn'ct 57: Assembly District 57 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within tr.e following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
W110ie Census Tracts: CT2941, CT2942, cr2943, cr2945, cr2946, 
CT 2947, cr 2948, CT 2949, CT 2961, cr ~ cr 2963, cr 2965, cr 
2966, CT 2969, cr 2971, cr 2972, CT 2975, cr 2976, CT 5436.03, CT 
5701. cr 5702.01, CT 5702.02, GT 5703.01, cr 5703.02, CT 5704, CT 
5705, CT5706, cr5715.02, CT5716, CT5717, CT5721, cr5722.02, cr 
5723, cr 5724, cr 5725, CT 5726, CT 5727, cr 5728, cr 5729, CT 5730, 
CT 5731, cr 5732.01, cr 5732.02, cr 5733, cr 5752, cr 5753, CT 5754, 
cr 5755, CT 5756, cr 5757, CT 5758, CT 5760, cr 5763, cr 6099. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 2944--That portioI' contained within the 
following Blocks: 101, 106, 118, 119, 122, 201, 203, ~ 205, 214, 215, ~ 
402, 403, 408, and 409; CT 2951-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 130,131,209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 
81 
219, 220, 909, 911, 921, 924, 925, and 926; cr 2964-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 101, 108, 109,201,202, 203, 204, 205, 
206, 207, 210, 211, 212, 213, 215, 221, 222, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 
310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, .116, 320, 322, 401, 511, 512, 520, fj21, and 522; 
cr 2967-That portion contained within tbe following Blocks: 101, 
102, 105, 106, 107, 108, 213, and 214; cr 2968-That portion not con-
tained in AD 51; cr 2973-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, lOB, 109, 110, 111,201,202, 
203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 210, 301, 302, 3OS, 304, 305, and 306,' cr 
5436.02-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101,102, 
~~~m~_202, __ 205,206,207,208,_~m 
212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, and 222; cr 5440-That 
portion contained within the City of Long Beach; cr 5715.01-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 
~~m~mm_202, __ 205,206,207,208,Q~ 
211,212, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 312, 401, 402, 403, 
__ ~~ __ ~m~~~~_Q~~ 
508, 509, 510, and 511; cr 5718-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 106,107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, W;, Jl6, 117, 
120,127, 128,201,202, 203, _ 205, and 206;cr5720.02-Thatportion 
contained within Blocks 209 and 210; cr 5722.01-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 111, 112, 113, 114, 20-2, 20..7, 204, 205, 
206, 207, 208, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 301, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 
309, 310, 311, 312, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 401, 402, 403, ~ ~ _ 
_ 410, 411, 41£, 413, 414, 415, 416, and 417; cr 5751-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 104,105, 106, 107, 110, 201, 202, 
206, 207, 210. 211, 302, 3(11, 304, 305, 306, 307, 3OB, 309, 310, 311, 312, 401, 
402, 403, 404,4£6, 406, 408, _ 410, 411, 501, 502, 50..1, .505, 506, 514, 515, 
516, 517, 521, /)22, 523, 524, 528, 529, 601, 602, 603, 6iI4, fJ05, 606, 607, 608, 
609, 610, 614, and 615; cr 5759-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 101, 102, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 117, 118, 119, 201, 
202, £0..1, 206, 207, 208, _ 210, 211, 311, 312, 313, 314, 319, 320,401, 402, 
406, ~ 408, 409, 410, 411, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 501, 502, 503, 504, 
506, 507, 508, 509, 511, 512,'513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 5f!9, 530, 601, 602, 6tJ3, 
604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 
620, 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 711, 712, 713, 714, 715, 716, 722, 729, 735, 801, 
802, 803, 804, 814, 815, 821, 823, 825, 828, 829, 830, 831, 832, 833, 834, and 
835; CT 5762-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
~~~~~~~~~m~m~mm_ 
~~_~~~~_202, __ 205,Q208,_~ 
mm~~ ___ 402,_~_~~_~_ 
423,424,425,428, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, ~ 508, 509, 511, 5U. ';13,514, 
515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521, 522, 523, 524, 534, 535, 602, 003, 604, and 
605; cr 5764-That portion contained within the followillg Blod<s: 
~~~~_~~~~_202,_~208,_~ 
m~ ___ 305,306,307,308,309,~m~mmm 
_406,~408,409,~m~~~& __ ~_cr 
576'5-That portion contaioed within the following Blocks: 102, 103, 
~~~502,503,504,505,508,m~602,fJ05,606,607,~Q 
cr 6707.01-That portion contained within Blocks 123 and 125. 
Assembly District 58: Assembly District 58 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained withiIl the following wbole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 5719, cr 5720.01, (,75734, CT 573..'5, cr 
5740, CT5741, cr5742.01, CT5742.02, CT5743, CT5744, C1'S745, CT 
5746.0l,CT 5746.02, CT 5747, CT 5748, CT 5749.01, CT 5749.02, cr 
5750.01, CTlf750.02, CT5761, CT5766, CT5767, CT5768, Li5769, cr 
5770, cr 5771, CT 5772, CT 5773, CT 5774, CT 5775.01, CT 5775.02, CT 
5776.01, CT 5776.02, CT 5776.03, CT 5990, CT 5991. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 5718 -That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 207, 208, 209, 210, 213, 214, 215, 216, 218, 301, 302, 303, 
304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, and 311; CT 5720.02-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 
108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 302, 303, 304, 
305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, and 311; CT 5722.01-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 101,102, 1O:J, 104, 105, 107, and 110; 
cr 5739.01-That portion contained witP.iIJ the following Blocks: 903, 
910, 911, and 913; CT 5739.0~That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 107, 112, 113, 114, and 115; CT 5751-Tllat portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101. J02, 108, 109, 2~ 204, and 
205,' CT 5759-That portioll contained within the follOWing Blocks: 
103,104,105, 106, 113, 114, 115, 116, 204, 205, 212. 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 
220,222,223,301,302,303,304, 30!1, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 315, 316, 317, 
318, 403, 404, 405, 412, 413, and 414; CT 576~That portion contained 
within the following Flocks: 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 
227, 301, 302, 3OS. 304, 305, 306, 307, 308. 309, 310, 311, 312, ;i13, 314, 315, 
316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 404, 405, 406, 407, 414, 415. 416, 417, 418, 
82 
419,606,607,608, 609, 611, fi!l, 614, 615, 615, 617, 618, 6_), 620, 621, 622, 
623, 624, 625, and 6'30; CT 5764-That portiol. contained within the 
following Blocks: 205, 206, and 207; CT 5765-That portion conttiiPed 
within the following Blocks: 101, 106, 110, 201, .202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 
~~302, __ ~~~_~_~_4 5 _~
702, 703, 704, and 706; together: with the part of Orange LOunty« 
tamed within the following whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 992.12, cr 992.33, CT G9J/12, CT 993.04, 
cr_02,CT_~cr_05,cr_06,cr_07,CT_08,cr 
994.10, cr 994.11, CI' 994.12, CI' 994.13, CT 994.14, CT 994.15, cr 
~02,CT~03,cr~~cr~~cr~06,CT~07,cr 
995.OB, CT 996.04, CT 996.05, cr 1100.06, CT 1100.07, CT 1100.08, CT 
1100.12. 
Partial Census Tracts: CI'992.l1-That por~'on not contained with-
in Assembly District 'i!j CI' 996.02-That portion not contained with-
in Asseni~ly District 71; CT 996.03-That portion not contained with-
in Assembly District 71,' CI' 997.02-That Portion not contllineJ 
within Assembly District 71; CI'997.03-That portion contained with-
in the city limits of the City of Huntington Beach. 
A.ssembly District 59: .Assembly District 59 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained witNn the following whvle and 
l'fUtial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 4335, CT 4337, CT 43J8, CT 4803, CT 4804, 
CT 480tJ.01, CT 4808.02, CT 4809, CT 4810, CT 4815, cr 4816.01, CT 
4816.02, cr 4817.01, cr 4817.02, CT 4818, CT 4819.01, CT 4819.02, ('T 
4820.01, CT 4820.02, CT 4821.01, (,74821.02, cr 4822, CT 4826, cr 
4827, CT 4828, CT 5004.01, CT 5004.02, CT 5005, CT 5006, CT 5007, 
CT 5008, CT 5009, CT 5010, CT SOU, cr 5022, CT 5024, CT 5025, CT 
5026.01, CT 5026.02, CT 5027, CT 5300.01, CT 5300.02, CT 5301.01, CT 
5301.02, CT 5302.01, CT 5302.02, CT 5320, CT 5321, CT 5322. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 4083.0~That portion contained within 
Block 141; CT 4084.02-That portion contained within Blocks 908 and 
930. 
('74J34-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 506, 
512, 602, 603, 604, and 607; cr 4824.02-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 204, 223, 224, and 226; CT 4825.02-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 1a'J, 1~ 106, 110, 111, 
112,11.1. 114,115, 116, 117, 121,201,202, 204, 208, 209, 219, 301, _ 303, 
304,308, 307, 308, 309, 310, 314, 319, 320, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405,406,408, 
and 410; CT 5003-That portion contained within the follow 
Blocks: 108, 109, 112, 113, 114, 115, 117, 121, 122, 123, 901, 903, 910,. 
91'2, and 913; CT !JOl2-Thpt portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 104, 105, 106, 109, 110, 111, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 202, 
_ 205, 206, 207, 208, 210, 216, 217, 218, 219, 226, and 227; CT 5013-
That portion contained within the following Blocks: 102, 103, 104, 105, 
106, 107. 108, 1fJ!), 110, 111, 112, 113, 201, 202, 203, 204,205,206, 207, 208, 
2Of), 210, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 308, 310, 401, 402, 404, 504, 505, 506, 
~ 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 517, 518, 519, 601, 602, 603, 604, 
606, 607, 608, 609, 612, 702, 7m, 704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 710, and 711; 
CT 5Oi5.02-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 309, 
310, 311,312, 313, 314, 315, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, _ ~ 408, _ 410, 
411, 412, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, and 
514; CT 501S-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
301,302,303,304,305, 306, 307, 3OB, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 414, 416, 
417, 503, 504, 505, 506, ~ 508, 509, 510, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605,606,607, 
and 1J08; (,75020.02-That portion cont?ined within the following 
Blocks: 110, 112, 113, 201, 202, 203, 204, 2(J.5, 206, 207, 208, 209, 211, 302, 
303, 304 through 314, and 401 through 405; CT 5021-That portion 
contained within the following Blocks: 112, 201, 205, 206, ;]07, 208, 211, 
213, 214, 215, $16, 217, 218, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 226, 301, .102. 304,305, 
306, 307, 308, 309, 310, and 311; CT 5O~That portion contained 
within iL follOwing Blocks: 101. 102, lo.~. 104, 105, 106, 109, 112, 117, 
202, 203, 204, £06, 207, 208, 213, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 
310, 311, 401, 402, 403, 405, 406, 407, 4Olj, 410,501,502, 503,505,506, 507, 
508, 510, 513, 516, 517, 518, 601, 602, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 614, 
and 615; cr 5318-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 308, 309, and 310. 
Assembly District 60: Assembly District 60 shall consist of the part 
of Los A11geles County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: GT 4047, CT 4048, CT 4049, cr 4050, cr 4051, 
CT 4052, CT 4053, CT 4055, CT 4056, CT 4067, C74068, C74069, CT 
4070, (,74071.01, CT4071.02, CT4072, CT4073, CT4074, CT4075, CT 
4076, CT 4077, CT 4078, cr 4083.01, CT 4083.03, CT 4322, CT 432S, , 
4324, cr 432..'>, CT 4326, CT 1327, cr 4328, CT 4329, CT 4331, CT 4, 
CT 4333, cr 43..16.01, CT 4-J36.(Y.), CT 4339, CT 4J4O, CT 4813, CT 
4823.02, CT 4824.01, CT 4825.01. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 403:3.02-Th.lt portion contained within 
the foUowing Blocks: 907, 908, 919, 920, and 931; cr 4IJ54-That por-
bon contained within the foUowing Blocks: 101, 102. 103, 104, 105, 106, 
107, 108, 110, 111,202, 203,:aJ5, 206, 207, 301, .102, ,';OJ, 304, 305, 306, 307, 
309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 402, 403, 404, 40..';' 406, 407, fll1d .;(]8; CT 4057-
That portion contained withUl the following Blocks: 1&2, 394, 305, 307, 
j()8, 309, 311, 312, 402, 403, 404, 405, 407, and 408; CT 4062-That 
portion contained within the foUowing Blocks: 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 
215, 216, and 217; CT 4065-That portion contained within Blocks 404 
and 406; CT 4079-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 115, 2O:J, 204, 
205, 206, 207, 208, 209.. 210, 211, and 212; CT 4082. Ol_That portion 
contained within the follOwing Blocks: 105, 106, 166, 167, 171,218, 220, 
245, 246, 250, 251, 252, 253, 255, 306, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 319, 32f). and 
322; CT 4082.o2--That portion contained within the folloawg Blocks: 
101,102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 111, 112, 208, 212, 213, 216, 217, 
~_~~~_m_~m_~~245,246,M 
246,25O,~ __ ~m_m~~~m~~~ 
CT 4083.02-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 
~m~~~~m~~~~m~rn~~ 
136, 137, 138, 139, and 140; CT 4315-Thatportion contamed within 
the City of El Monte; CT ~That portion not contained in Assem-
bly District 59; CT 4824.02-That portion cuntained within the foUow-
ing Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 106, 109. 110, 111, 115, 116, 118, 119,203, 
205, 206, 215, 217, and 225; CT 4825.02-That portion contained within 
Blocks 207 and 220. 
Assembly District 61: Assembly District 61 shall consist of the part 
of San Bernardino County not contamed H.ithin Assembly District 34, 
Assembly Dishict 65, or Assembly District 66. 
Assembly District 62: Assembly District 62 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the follOwing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
"''hole Census Tracts: cr 4002.01, CT 4(}(}2.02, CT 4(}(}3. CT 4004.01, 
CT 4004.02, cr 4005, CT 4006, CT 4008, CT 4009, CT 4010.01, cr 
~~CT~~CT~02,CT~~CT~02,CT~03, 
CT401J.02, CT4013.11, CT4013.12, CT4016, CF4018, CT4019.01, CT 
4019.02, CT 4020, CT 4035.. CT 4036, C'T 4037.01, CT 4037.21, CT 
4037.22, CT 4038, CT 4039.01, CT 4039.02, CT 4040, G74041, CT 4042, 
CT 4043, CT 4044, G'T 4045, CT 4046, CT 4058, CT 4059, CT 4060, CT 
t061.01, CT 4061.02, CT 406J, CT 4064.01, CT 4064.02, CT 4312, CT 
,314, CT 4319, CT 4320, CT 4321.01, CT 4321.02, CT 4801.01, CT 
4812.01. 
Partial Gensus Tracts: CT 4015-That portion not contained within 
th'e City of Pomona; CT 4017.0i-That portion not contained within 
the City of Pomona; CT 4054-That portion contamed within Block 
204; CT 4057-That portion contamed within the following Blocks: 
~~~~~~~m~202,203,206,207,208,Q~ 
301, and 406; CT 4062-That portion conta.ined within the following 
Blocks: 112, 115, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 202, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 
and 218; CT 4065-That portion con tamed H.ithin the following 
Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 201, 2(}2, 203, 204, 
205,206,207,208,_~m __ mQ~mmmm 
315, 316, 317, 405, 505, 506; and 507; CT 4066.01-That porbon con-
tamed within the foUowing Blocks: 102,1(13, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 112, 
117, 118, 209, 210, 211, 301, 302, 303, 304, J05, 306, 307, 308, 3fJ9, and 310; 
CT 4066.02-Th,1t portion con tamed within the following BlOCkS: 101, 
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, and 107; CT 4080.01-That portion contained 
with.'n thefollowwg Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, and 106; CT4311-That 
portion con~ained within the follOwing Blocks: 601, 603, and 604; CT 
431~That portion contained within the foUowing Blocks: 109, 202, 
___ 206,m208,209,m_m~J05,~m~_ 
CT 4315-That portion not conta:Jled iJJ Assembly District 60 or 64,. 
(,'1 4318-That portion not contained in Assembly District 61; CT 
48OO.01-That porb'on ."lot contamed iJJ Assembly District 61. 
Assembly Dishict 63: Assembly District 63 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County con tamed within the [oUowing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
W'hole Censuv Tracts.' (.'15027, CT 5028, CTS029.01, CT 5029.02, CT 
5030, CT 5031.02, CT 5041.02, cr 5500, CT 5.."f01, CT 5502, CT 5503, CT 
5504, CT5505, CT,'J506, CT5.507. CT5508, CT5509, CT!k'f1O, CT5511, 
CT 5512, CT 5513, IT 5514, CT 5lf15, cr Ml6, G75517, CT 5518, CT 
5519, CT552O, CT5521. CT5522, CT5523, CT5524, CT,'J526; CT5527, 
CT 5'528, CT 5529, (.'1 5530, LJ 5534, ('75545.11, CT 554lU2, CT 
-"f4b.13, CT 5545.14, CT 5545.15, CT 5545.16, GT 5545.17, CT/5545.18, 
,T5545.19, CT5545.21, CT5545.22, CT5.546, Cr5547, C7·5548.01, CT 
5548.02, CT 5549, CT 5551.01, CT 5551.02, cr 55c"2.01. 
Partial Censlls Tracts: CT 5{}2O,Ol-That portion contained withi'l 
the folloaing Blocks: 304, 305, 30tJ,307. and 308; CT 502O.(J2.,-Th~t 
portion not contained in Assembly District 64; cr 5021-Thtlipo,.tion 
contained within the following Blocks: 101,102,104, 10.:, 106. 107, 108, 
109, 110, and Iii; CT 502J-Th .. : porbon con tamed within the follow-
ing Blocks: 107, 1~, Ill, /13, 115, and 118; CT 5031.01-Thac portion 
contained withiJJ the follOwing Elocks: 101, 102, HJ4, 105, 106, 108, 109, 
Ji2, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 401, 403, 404> 405, 406, 407, 468, ·XJ9, 410, and 
411; CT 5032.01-That portion cOLtained witrm the follvwing Blocks: 
2OJ, 204, 205, 206, 301, and 315,' CT 5O:J2.0:J.--That portion contained 
within the foUowing Blocks: 1 U. 120, 121, z£A1. 205, 206, 208, 213, and 
21~ . 
Assembly:Jistrict 64: Assembly District 64 shall cunrst of tJ,e part 
of Orange County cOlltamed within the folloaiIJg whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 11.01, CT L.tJf?, CT 11.03, CT 12, CT 13.01, 
CT 13.02, CT 14.01, CT 14.02, CT 14.03, CT14.04, CT 15.01, CT 15.02, 
CT 15.03, CT 15.04, CT 15.05, CT 16.01, CT 16.02, CT)7.01. CT 17.02, 
CT 18.02, CT 19.01, CT 19.02, C r 19.03, CT 110, CT 111,71, CT 111.0£, 
CTmCTmCT~~CT~02,CT~~CT~02,CT~~ 
CT 116.02, LJ 117.07, CT 117.08, CT 117.09, CT 117.10, CT 117.11, CT 
117.12, CT 117.15, CT 117.16, CT 866.01, CT 866.02, CT 867.02, CT 
~~CT~~CT~02,CT~03,CT~~CT~04,CT 
1106.05. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 18.0!-That portion not contained iJJ 
Assembly District 71; CT 117.j~That portion contamed witJJiJJ the 
City of Placentia; CT 117.14-That portion contained within the City 
of Placentia; CT 1J7.J7-That portion contamed within the Cities of 
Placentia and Brea; CT 117.18-That portion not con tamed withiJJ the 
City of Yorba Linda; CT 218.05-That portion not contained withm 
the City of Yorba Linda, (,'1 218.10-That portion contained within 
the City of Placentia; CT 218.11-Tilat portion con tamed within tbe 
City of Placentia; GT 218.1il-Tbat portion contained within the City 
of Pla.centia; CT 865.01-That portion not c?ntained within Assembly 
District 72; GT 867.01-That portion not contained withiJJ Assembly 
DIStrict 71; CT 868.03-That portion not contained within Assembly 
Dishict 71; CT 869.03-That portion not contamed within Assembly 
District 71; GT 870.02-That portion not cOIltamed within Assembly 
Dishict 72,' CT 87l.04-That portion not contamed H.iti'Jln Assembly 
Dlstrict 72,' CT 872-That portion not contained within Assembly 
District 72,. CT 874.01-That porbon not contamed within Assembly 
District 72; CT 875. 01-Tha t portion not contamed within Assembly 
District 72; CT 876.02-That portion not contained within Assembly 
District 72; CT 877.01-That portion not contamed within Assembly 
Dishict 72,' CT 877.04-Th;lt portion not contained within Assembly 
District 72; CT 11 06. OI-Thal portion not contained tfithin'Assembly 
District 71. 
ASf'?mbly District 65: Assembiy District 65 shall consist of the part 
of Los Angeles County contained within the City of Pomonti and its 
e17trapped unincorporated area together with the portion of CT 
4017.02; together with the part of San Bernardino County contained 
wit.hin the follOwing whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, GT 4, CT 5, CT 6.01, CT 
6.02, CT 7, CT 10, CT 11, CT 12, GT 14, CT 15, CT 16, CT 17, CT 18, 
CT.l9, CT 25, CT 26. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT l~That portion contained within the 
foUowing Blocks: 102, 104, 105, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 114, 116, 126, 127, 
~~rn~~~_204, __ 207,208,209,~~m 
214,215, 216, 217, 218, 219. 220. 221, 222, 223, 224, 301, 302, J03, 304, J05, 
306, J07, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, J22, 
~_403,~405,_~~~~m~m~~~ 
417, .J18, 419, 420, 421, 501, 502, /f03, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 50!:;, 511, 512, 
513,514,5:5, 516, 517, 518, 519, 601, 606, 608. 610, 612, 613, 614, 615, 702, 
703, 704, 707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 712, 722, 723. 724, 725, 727, 728, 729, 801, 
803, 804, 806, 807, 808, 809, 810, and 811; CT 21-T.~at portion not 
contained in the City of Rancbo GucllIIJonga; CT 22-That portion 
contamed within the foUowing Blocks: 309, 310, 311, 904, 909, 910, 911, 
912, 913, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921, 922, 923, 924, 925, 926, 928, 
_~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~_m~m~~mmm~_~~~_ 
987, 988, ,989, 990, 992, 993, 994, 996, and ggi; CT 24-That p1rtion not 
con/amed in the City of Fontana,. cr 32-,....That portion contained 
Mthin the follOwing Blocks: 101, 102, 103, J('!, 70...., 1C7, 108, 109, 201, 
204, 205, 215, 216, 401, 402, 403, 404, and 405; CT J:J-That portion 
contamed withiJJ the follol.wg Blocks: 103, J()'J .. 105, 106, 116, 117, 118, 
119, 205, 407, and 409; CT 4O-That portion contamed within Block 
204. 
Assembly District 66: l1~ell1bly District 66 shall consist of the part 
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of San Bernardino County contained within the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 23, cr 27, cr 28, CT 29, cr 30, cr 31, 
cr~cr~cr~cr~cr~cr~CT~cr.cr~cr 
~cr~cr.cr~cr~cr~cr~CT~CT.CT~ 
cr~cr~cr~cr~cr~cr~CT~CTnCT.CT 
.CTHcr~cr~CT~cr~CT~CTmCTmcrU~ 
cr 74'{J2, cr 75, cr 77. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 2O-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 072, 698, 945, 946, 947, 986, 988, 989, 992, 994, 995, 998, 
and 999; cr !J4-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
101, 207, 208, and 303; cr 32-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 203,301,302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 30'7, 308, 310, 320, and 
321; cr 33-That portion contained within the follo~ing Blocks: 101, 
102, 202, 203, 204, 207, 217, 218, 219, 301, 302, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 318, 
319, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 410, and 411; cr 4O-That portion con-
tained within the following Blocks: 102, 103, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 
111,112, 113, 114, llt:, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, .121, 122, 125, '126, 201, 202, 
203,206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 2£(}, 221, ________~_M~_~_m
304,305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, '1!8, 319, 
401,402,403,404,405, 406, 407, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 
-------~--~.~q~Q ~~~~m~~~m_~~_cr ~
portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, .,}()1, 902, 903, 
905, Had 910; cr 73-That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 401, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 510, 602, 604, 605, 609, 613, 614, 914, 
and 915; cr 76-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
~~~~~~~mmm~~m~~202, 
203,204,_206,207,208,q~~~ __ m305,306,m 
309,310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 319, 320, 321, 322, 401, 402, 403, 404, 407, 409, 
~m~m~_~~QQ~_~m~~ 
602, 603,fXJ4, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 615, 616, and 901; CT 
79-That portion contained within Blocks 914 and 915; cr 101-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 106, 901, 902, 903, 904, 
~ 916, 917, 918, 919, 922, 924, 926, 927, 930, and 931; together with 
the following EDs: 27, 28T, 280, 28Y, 29T, 29Y, 30, 31, 32T, 32ll, 33, 
34, 35T, 350, 35Y, and 43A. 
Assembly District 67: Assemhly District 67 shall consi~t of the part 
of Orange County contained within the following whole and PlLTtial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 218.02. cr 218.06, CT 218.07, CT 218.08, 
cr~09,cr~~cr~mCT~~CT~05,cr~06,CT 
~07,cr~~CT~02,CT~~crm~crm02,CT 
mmcr~~cr~mCT~~CT~05,crm~cr 
m05,crm07,crm08,crm09,CT~~cr~02,cr 
~mcr~02,CT~mCT~~CT~05,CT~06,cr 
~07,cr~08,CT~09,cr~mcrW~CTW02,CT 
~~CTm_CT~~cr~02,cr~~cr~05,cr 
~06,CT~07,CT&08,cr~~CT~05,cr~06,CT 
_02,CT~~CT-05,CT_06,cr~07,cr~~ 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 117.13-That portion not contained in 
Assembly District 69; GT 117.14-That portion not contained in As-
sembly District 69; CT 117.17-That portioll not contained in Assem-
bJy District 69; cr 117.18-That porh'on not contained in Assembly 
District 69; cr 218.05-That portion contained within the City of 
Yorba Linda; CT 218.10-That portioll not contained in Assembly 
District 69; cr 218. 11-That portion not contained in Assembly Dis-
trict 69; cr 218.13-That portion not contained in Assembly District 
69; cr 219.~All except that pt'~l:Jon contained in the unincorporat-
ed area in Block Group 4;-'T 524.06-That portion contained within 
the City of Tustin; CT 524.()7-That portion contained within the City 
of Tustin; CT 525.01-That portion contained within the City alTus-
tin; cr 744.03-Tbat porh'on not colltained in Assembly District 72; 
cr 755.06-That portion contained within the City of Tustin; cr 
756.01-That portion contained within the Cities of Tustin and Or-
ange, and the unincorporated area contained within Block 903; cr 
756.02-That portion contained within tile City of Tustin and the 
unincorporated area southeast of t;"~ Tt";tin city boundary; CT 756.03 
-That portion contained within the City of Tustin; cr 761.01-:-That 
portion nOI contained in Assembly District 72; cr 701.03-That por-
tion not contained in Assembly District 72; CT 863. 01-Tha t portion 
not contained itl Assembly District 72; cr 863.03-That portion not 
contained in Assembly District 72. 
Assembly District 68: Assembly District 68 shall consist of the part 
of Riverside County contained within the following whole and partial 
census tracts: 
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Whole Census Tracts: CT 301, CT 302, CT 303, cr m cr 308, CT 
._CT~crmCTmcr~~cr~02,CT~~CT 
~02,cr~cr~CT_CT_cr404,cr405,cr~cr 
mCT~crmCT_CT~02,cr~mcr~~cr_ 
CT_cr~~CT_CT_cr~02,CTmmCT~~ 
CT439, CT440, CT441, CT. CT443. CT445.02, CT452,02, CT4 .. ·' 
CT«CT~CT~~CT~02,cr_cr~CT_( 
461, cr462. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 304-That portion contained within the 
following Block Croups: 1 3, 4, and 5; together ~ith that portion 
containtxi within the following Blocks: 202, 203, 204, _ 206, 207, 208, 
209, 210, 211, 214, 216, 220. 223, 224, _ 228, 229, 230, and 231; cr 
305-That portion contained within the following Bloel.. Croups: 1, 2, 
4, and 5,' together n1th that portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 301, 302, 303, 304, 306, m 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 
and 322; cr 420.02-Tbat portion contained within the folloning 
Block Groups: 1, 3, and 4; together with that portion of the follow;.ng 
Blocks: 204, _ 205, 207, 219, 220, 221, 223, 224, 225, 226, and 299; and 
together with Enumeration DistIict 753; cr 425.02-That portion 
contained within the followiIlg Blocks: 102, 103,903,910, 911, 912, and 
913; CT 426-That portion contained nithin the following Enumera-
tion Districts: 651, 687, and 688; cr 427.04-That portion contained 
within the following Enumeration Districts: 652, 653, 654, 655, 672,682, 
6ruA, 693B, and 694; CT 430-That portion contained within the fol-
Jowing Enumeration Districts: 727, 728T, 728U, 728V; 729T, 7290, 
729V; and 743; CT 445.01-That portion contained within the follow-
ing Enumeration Districts: 410, 412W, and 412Y; CT 452.01-That 
portion contained within Block Groups 4 and 9; together with that 
portion contained within Blocks 801 and 806; and together with that 
portion contained within Enumeration Districts 338 and 339A; cr 
456.01-That portion contained vr,ithin the following Block Croups: 1, 
2,3, and 4; and together with that portion contained within the follow-
ing Enumeration Districts: 335, 366, and 370. 
Assembly District 69: Assembly District 69 shall consist of the part 
of Orange County contained within the following whole and parbiIl 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 525.03, CT 525.04, CT 525.05, cr 525.06, 
CT~07,CT~08,CT~09,CT~mCT~Ucr~ucr 
~~cr~Ucr~~cr~~CT~~cr~02,cr~ 
crm02,crmmCTm05,CTm06,CTm07,CTm08,r 
63[1.02, CT 639.03, CT 639.04, CT 639.05, CT 639.06, CT 639.07, L 
~08,CT~~CT~06,CTm~crm~CT~Ucr 
992.15, CT 992.16, cr 992.17, CT 992.19, CT 992.20, cr 992.24, CT 
992.25, CT 992.26, cr 992.27, CT 992.28, CT 992.29, cr 992.30, cr 
992.31, CT 992.32, cr 992.33, cr 992.34, cr 992.36, CT 992.37, cr 
992.38, cr 992.39, CT 992.40, cr 993.03, cr 993.0/5. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 524.04-That portion contained within 
the City ofIrvioe; CT 524.05-That portion contained within the City 
of Irvine; CT 524.06-All except that portion contained within the 
City of Tustin; cr 524.07-That portion contained within the City of 
Irvine; CT 524.08-That portion contained within the City of Irvine 
and that portion contained within the unincorporated area to the 
west; CT 52·J.lO-That ].-'Ortion contained within the City of Irvine 
and that portion contained within tht' unincorporated area to the 
northwest; cr 525.01-nat portion cont8J'ned within the Cities of 
Santa Ana and Irvine and that portion contained uithin the unincor-
porated areas; ('T 626.04-That porbon contained within the City of 
Irvine; CT 626. 18-That portion contained within the City of Irvine; 
CT 626.21-That portion contained witr,]n the City of Irvine; cr 
631.01-That portion contained within the City of Costa Mesa; cr 
631.02-That portion contained within the City of Costa Mesa; cr 
63l.03-That porbon contained within the City of Costa Mesa; cr 
633-That portion contained within the City of Costa Mesa; cr 6'36.01 
-That portion contained within the City of Costa Mesa; CT 636.02-
That portion contained within the City of Costa Mesa; cr 740.03-
That portion not cUiltained in Assembly District 72; CT 74O.1J5-r:'1.~t 
portion not contained in Assembly District 72; CT 992J)2-That por-
tion contained within the City of FOWltain Valley; cr 992.o:J-That 
portion contained within the unincorporated area; and together with 
that portion contained within the City of Fountain Valley; CT 992.04 
-That portion co"tained I+ithin the City of Fountain Valley; cr 
992.23-That portion contained within the City of Fountain Valley 
Assembly District 70: Assembly District 70 shall consist of the part 
oEOrange County contained within the follOwing whole and part' 
census tracts: 
Whole Census TnJCts: cr 320.02, cr 320.03, CT 320.06, Cr320.(J7, 
cr320.08,CT320.CT320mCT320.UCT320.U~320.~cr 
~~cr~~cr~~cr~~cr~~cr~~cr 
-~cr~~cr~mcr~ucr~~cr~~cr 
~~cr~~cr~ucr~~cr~~cr~~cr 
~17, cr 626.1", cr 626.20, cr 626.22, cr ~23, cr 627, cr 628, 
cr 629, cr 63(W1, cr 630.04, cr 630.~ cr 630.~ cr 630.~ cr 
m.~ cr 634, cr 635, cr 636.03. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 219.08-l'hat portion not contained in 
Assembly District 70; cr 422.01-That portion not contained within 
the City JF San Juan C'lpistrano, together with the Following Blocks: 
142, 302, 303, 327, 328, 330 and 3..12; cr 422.02-That portion contained 
withi ... 'he City of San Juan Capistrano; cr 524,04-Al1 except that 
portion contained within the City of Irvine; cr 524.~That portion 
not contained within the City of Irvine; cr 524.06-That portion 
contained within Block 903; cr .'524.07-That portion not contained 
within the City of Irvine; cr 524.08-That portion not contained in 
Assembly District 73; cr 524.10-That porbon not contained in As-
sembly District 73; cr 626.04-That portion not contained in Assem-
bly District 73; Cl' 626.10-That portion not contained in Assembly 
District 73,. cr 626. 18-That portion not contained in Assembly Dis-
trict 73; cr 626.21-That portion not contained in Assembly District 
73; cr 631.01-1'hat portion not contained in Assembly District 73; 
cr 631.02-That portion not contained in Assembly District 73; cr 
631.~That portion 110t contained within the City oECosta Mesa; ("T 
633-That portion not contained in Assembly District 73; cr 636.01--
That portion not contained in Assembly District 73; cr 636.02-That 
portion not contained in Assembly District 73; GT 755.06-All except 
that portion contained within the City qF Tustin; cr 756.01-That 
portion not contained in Assembly District 70,. cr 756.IJ2....-That por-
tion not contained in Assembly District 70; cr 756.~A(j except that 
portion contained within the City of Tustin. 
Assembly District 71: Assembly District 71 shall consist of the part 
of Orange County contained within the FollOwing whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 868.01, cr 868.02, GT ~.01, cr 8tlflO2, 
crm~crm02,crm~cr~~cr~~cr~~cr 
879.02, cr 880.01, cr 881.01, cr 888, cr 889.04, GT 889.V5, cr 992.22. 
CI'996.01, cr997.01, cr998.Ol, cr998.o2, cr998.03, cr999.01, cr 
~02,cr~~cr~04,cr~~cr~~cr~04,cr 
1100.~ cr 1100.10, cr 1100.11, CT 1100.13, cr 1101.01, Cl'1101.02, 
:T 1101.04, cr 1101.06, cr 1101.~ cr 1101.~ Cl' .10Llo, cr 
~~cr~~cr~~cr~~cr~~cr~. 
cr 1102.03, cr 1103.01, cr 1103.02, cr 1103.~ cr 11fJ3.04, cr 
1104.01, cr 1104.02, cr 11~ cr 1106.03. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 18.01-That portion of Block ::;,-ou;;.s 1 
and 2 contained within the City of Buena Park; cr 8fr.O!-That 
portion contained within the Following Blocks: 302, 304, Jtl5; S1.~ 307, 
312, and 313; cr 868.~That portion of Block Group 2 rryilLained 
within the City of Buena Park; cr 869.~That portion coMained 
within Blocks 101 and 102; cr 881.02-That portion of the Following 
Blocks contained within the City of Garden Grove: 215, 222. 221. g&s, 
and 226; together with that portion of the FollOwing Blocks contained 
within the City of Stanton: 111, 211, 213, 215, 218, 21", 220, 2'21, ~ 
~ 224, ~ and 226; and together with that portion of tile Following 
Blocks not contained within the Cities of Stanton or Garden Grove: 
21",222, and 224; cr 881.~Tha.t portion of Block Group:3 contained 
within the City oFStanton; and together with that portion of Block 313 
not contailled within the City of Stanton; cr 992.04-That portion 
contained within the City of Westminster; cr 992. 11-That portion 
contained within the City of Westminster; cr 992.23-That portion 
contained within the City of Wesbninster,. cr 996.02-That portion 
contained within the City of Westminster; cr 996.~That portion 
contained within the City of Westminster; cr 997.02r-All except that 
portion of Block Group 2 contained within the City of Huntington 
Beach; cr 997.~That portion not contained in Assembly District 
58. 
cr 1106.01-That portion contained within Blocks 113, 116, 11", 
122, and 125, and alJ of Block Group 2. 
Assembly District 72: Assembly District 72 shalJ consist of the part 
of Orange County contained within the Following whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Ce1lSU5 Tracts: cr 741.01, cr 741.02, cr 741.03, cr 742, cr 
~crm~cr~~cr~02,cr~~cr~02,crm~ 
crm02,cr~~cr~02,cr~~cr~04,crm~cr 
'49.02, cr 750.01, cr 750.02, cr 751, cr 752.01, cr 75iW2, cr 865.02, 
~mcrm02,crm~cr~~cr~~cr880.02,cr 
~~cr~02,cr~~cr~~cr~02,cr~~cr 
~02,cr~~cr~~cr~02,cr~~cr~02,cr 
~~cr~02,cr889.~cr~02,cr889.~cr_~cr 
89(1.02, cr 891.01, cr 891.0'2, cr 891.03, cr 992.01. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 74O.o..1-That portion contained within 
the following Blocks: 102,103, 104, 1~ 106, 1~ 110, 111,112, 116, 201, 
202, 203, 206, 207, 208, 241, and 242; cr74O.05-That portion contained 
within the Following Blocks: 101, 102, J~ 104, 1~ 106, 1~ 112, 113, 
114, 115, and 116; cr 744.~That portion contained within the fol-
lowing Block~: 231, 233, 234, 237, and 238; cr 761.01-That portion 
contained wit.hin Blocks 604 and 605; cr 761.~Those portions of 
Blocks 1~ 118, and 120 contained within the City of Garden Grove; 
together with that portion contained within the FolloH-ing Blocks: 111, 
~mmm_m~m~~m~mcr~~ 
That porh'on contained within Block Groups 2 and J; cr 863.~That 
portion Contained within the FollOwing Blocks: 109, 111, 115, 120, 126, 
~~m~m207,208,~~~~~cr865.~~ 
portion contained within the Following Bhcks: 1~ 1~ 110, 111, 112, 
113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 205, 206, 207, 208, ~ and 210; cr 870.02-That 
portion contained within the Following Blodes: 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 
208, 301, 302, and 303; CI' 871.fJ.t-That portio;: contained within the 
following Blocks: 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 216, 217, 219, and 
220; cr 872-That portion contained within the Following Blocks: 202, 
203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 306, 307, J08, and 309; cr 
874.01-That portion contained within Block Croups J, 2, and 3; CT 
875.01-Thatportion contained within the FolloWing Blocks: 101,102, 
110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 121, 123, 125, 126, 127, and 128; 
cr 876.02-That portion of Blocks 210 and 211 contained >J.ithin the 
City of Garden Grove; together with that portion of the foll(>f,f,ing 
Blocks: 301, 302, 303, 305, 306, 307, 309, 310, and 311; cr ~Ol-That 
portion contained within the following Blocks: 302, 303, 305, 306, 308, 
309, 310, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, ~ 408, and 409; cr 877.04-That 
portion contained within the Following Blocks: 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 
301, 302, and 303; cr 881.02-That portion contained within the Fol-
IOwU;g Blocks: 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 1~ 1~ 111. 112, 113, 114, 
115, 116, 117, 118, 120, and 121; together with that portion of Blocks 
220 and 222 contained within the City of Garden Grove; cr 881.~ 
ThatportioiJ contained within the Fo!:.)wing Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 
~~~~~~m~m~202,203,_205,_207, 
208, 209, 210, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 301, 306, 307, 312, and 314,' cr 
992.02-That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 102, 1~ 
~~~m~m~m_m~~~m~202, 
203,ft205,206,207,208,209,~~m~~~cr992.~ 
That portion contained within the Following Blocks: 101, 102, 103, 104, 
~mm~mm_m~m~202,203,_205,206, 
207, 208, 210, 211, and 212. 
Assembly District 73: Assembly District 73 shall consist of the part 
of Riverside County contained within the FollOwing whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 306, CT 312, cr 317, cr 406.01, cr 406.02, 
CT~ cr408.02, cr408.03, ~A"q.04, GT408.~ cr~ cr414.01, 
cr414.02, cr415, cr416, CT417.01, cr417.02, CT418.01, GT418.02, 
cr~~cr~02,cr~~CT422.~CT~~cr~02,cr 
~~crmcr~02,cr~~CT~~CT~02,cr~~ 
cr~02,cr~crmcr_CT~cr~02,cr~~cr 
449.01. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 304-That portion contained within the 
Following Blocks: 218, 219, 221, 222. 224, 225, ;md 226,' cr 305-That 
portion contained within the Following Blocks: 316, 317, 318, 31", and 
320; cr 420.02-That portion contained !loithin Block Group ",. to-
gether with that portion contained within the Following Blocks: 201, 
202, 203, 227, 231, 232, and 602; and together with that portion con-
tained wit.w the follOwing Enumeration Districts: 723, 724, and 725,' 
cr 425.02-That portion contained within Block Group 2,' together 
with that porb'on contained within the Following Blocks: 101, 106, 1~ 
1~ 1~ 901, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, and 919; and 
together with that portion contained within Enumeration District 
990; cr 426-That portion contained within Block Groups 1, 2, 4, 5, 
and 6,' together with that portion contained within Enumeration Dis-
tricts 685 and 686; cr ~04-That portion contained within Block 
101; together with that portion contained within the Following Enu-
meration Districts: 663, 664, 665, 666, 667, 668, 66", 670, 671, 689T, 6890, 
&S9v, 690, 691, 692, and 693A; cr 430-That portion contained within 
Enumeration Districts 742 and 744; cr 43J.01-That portion con-
tained within Block Groups 1 and 9; together with that portion con-
tained within Enumeration District 646; cr 444-Th3t portion con-
tained within Block Group 1; together '.tith that portion contained 
within the Following Enl'meratiun Districts: 541T, 541 l~ 541 V, 541 W, 
5420, 542V, 542W, 543, ~~A, aJJd 545B. 
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Assembly District 74: Assembly District 74 shaD consist of the part 
of Orange County contained within the following whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 421.01, CT 42J.()2, cr 421.03, CT 421.04. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 422.01-That portion contained 'within 
the foJ/owing Blocks: 102, 103, 108, 109, 110, 111, 135, 137, 139, 140, 144, 
145, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 2'1. 212, 213, 214, 215, 
216, 217, 218, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 2:.10. 231. 232,233, 
234,235,236, 238, 239, 240, 245, 246, 247, 248. 249, 250, 252, 254, 309, 310, 
318, .726, 329, 331, 333.. 334, and 338; cr 422.02-Al/ except that portion 
contained within Block Groups 2 and 9; together with that portion 
contained within the City of San Juan Capistrano; toge::her with the 
part of San Diego County contained within the foJ/owing whole and 
partial cen"us tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 171.01, CT 178.01, CT 178.03, CT 178.04, 
CT 179, CT 180, CT 181, CT 182, CT 183, CT 184, CT 185.01, CT 185.02, 
CT~~CT~~CT~~CT~~CT~~CT~~CT 
~~CT~CT~CT~~CT~02,CT~CTm~CT 
m02,CT~~CT~02,CT~CT~CT~CT~CTm 
CT 198, CT 199, CT 200.02, CT !?OO.03, CT 200.04, CT 200.05. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 201.02-That portiOJ.llOt contained with-
in the City of Escondido; CT 203.02-That portion contained within 
the foJ/owing Blocks: 201,206, 902, 907, 909, and 910; and together with 
that portion contained within the City of San Marcos; CT 203.03-
That portion contained within the City of San Marcos. 
Assembly District 75: Assembly District 75 shall consist of the pad 
of San JJiego County contained within the foJ/owing whole and par-
tial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 70.02, CT 71, CT 72, CT 73.02, CT 81.01, 
CT 81.02, CT 82, CT 83.01, CT 83.03, CT 83.~CT 83.~ CT 83.07, CT 
amCTaUCTa~CTa~CTaUCTa~CT~~CT 
83.17, CT 83.18, CT 83.19, CT 83.20, CT 83.21, CT 83.22, CT 83.23, CT 
83.24, CT 85.01, CT 85.02, CT 85.03, CT 94, CT 99.01, CT 102, CT 103; 
cr~CT~CT~~CT~02,CT~~CT~CT~CT 
109, CT 110, CT 111, CT 112, CT 113, CT 170.16, CT 170.17, CT 171.02, 
CT 172, CT 173.01, CT 173.02, CT 174.01, CT 174.02, CT 175, CT 176, 
CT 177. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 73.01-That portion not contained in 
Assembly District 78; CT 75-That portion contained wib in the fol-
lowing Blocks: 401, 402, 403, 404, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 501, 
502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 601, 604, 605, and 609; CT 
76-That portion not contained in Assembly District 78; CT 79.01-
That portion not contained in Assembly District 78; CT 8O.01-That 
portion not contaired in As.-embly District 78; CT 8O.02-That por-
tion not contained in Assembly District 78; CT 101.03-That portion 
not contained in As~embly District 80; CT 101.05-That porb'on not 
contained in Assembly District 80; CT 203.02-That portion located 
outside of the City of Fscondido; CT 204-That portion not con tained 
in Assembly District 76. 
Assembly District 76: Assembly District 76 shall consist of tile purt 
of Riverside County ,:ontained within the following whole and partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 432, CT 449.02, CT 449.03, CT 450, cr 
451.02, CT 451.03, CT 451.04, CT 456.02. 
Partial Tracts: CT 433.01-That portion not contairled in Assembly 
District 73; CT 444-That portion not contained in Assembly District 
73; CT 445.01-That portiorr not contained in Assembly District 73; 
CT 452.01-That portion not contained in AssembJy District 73; CT 
456.01-That portion not contained in Assembly District 73; together 
WIth the part of San Diego County contained within the following 
whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole CePJus Tracts: CT 135.01, CT 135.02, CT 136.01, CT 136.02. 
CT 155, CT 16fW2, CT.168.03, CT168.04, cr 169, CT 170'()5. CT 170'(J6, 
CT 170.07, CT 170.08, CT 170.09, CT 170.10, CT 170.11, CT 170.12, CT 
170.13, CT 170.14, CT 170.15, CT 170.18, CT 201.01, CT 202.01, CT 
202.02, CT202.03, CT202.04, CT202.~ Cr203.01, CT205, CT206.01, 
CT_02,CT~~CT~~CT~~CT_CT209,~CT 
209.02, CT 210, CT 212.01, CT 212.02. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 100.07-That portion contained within 
Block Group 1; together with that portion contained within the area 
south of Otay Mesa Road and west of Alta Road; and together with 
that portion contained within Enumeration District 314; GT 133.05-
That portion contained within the follOwing Blocks: 120, 124, 904, 9Q5, 
906; and together with that portion contained within Enumeration 
District 313; CT 134.04-That portion contained within tIle follOwing 
Blocks: 102, 103, 104, 107, 112, 201, 202, 203, 204, 314p, 401, 402, 405, 406 
and 862; CT 168.f)5-Al/ except that portion contained within the City 
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of El Cajon; C 2O!.02-That portion not contained in Assembly Dis-
trict 74; CT 203.02-That portion not contained in Assembly District 
74; cr 203.o:;..:..That portion not contained in Assembly District 74; 
CT 204-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 
103, 1(}6, 107, 108, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 1Jl8, 15, 130, 141, ]I.'], 148. 
149,150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 601, 903, and 914, CT211-Thatporti(, 
not contained in Assemb~v District 80; CT 213-That portion nOI 
contained in Assembly District 80. 
Assembly District 77: Assembly District 77 shaD consist of the part 
of San Diego County contained within the following whole and par-
tial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 20.01, CT 20.02, CT 28.01, CT 29.01, CT 
.~CT.02,CT.~CT.~CTM02,CT.~CT.~CT 
~~CT~~CT~~CT~~CT.~CT.02,CT.~CT 
98.~ CT 137, CT 145, CT 146, G7147, CT 148.01, CT 148.03, CT 148.04, 
CT~CT~CTmCT~CT~~CT~02,CT~02,CT 
~~CT~~CT~~CT~02,CT~~CT~02,CT~ 
CT~CT~crmCT~~CT~02,CT~CT~~CT 
~02,CT~~CT~02,CT~~CT~~CT~~CT 
~07,cr~08,CT~09,CT~mCT~UCTm~CT 
167.02. 
Partial Census Tract: CT l~That portion contained within the 
City of La Mesa; CT 168.05-That portion contained with the City of 
El Cajon. 
Assembly District 78: Assembly District 78 shalJ consist of the part 
of San Diego County contained within the following whole and par-
tial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tract": CT 1, CT 2, cr 3, C'T 4, CT 5, CT 6, CT 9, 
CT 10, CT 11, CT 12, CT 16, CT 17, CT 18, CT 19, CT 21, CT 22, CT 
23, CT 24, CT 27.01, CT 27.02, CT 27.03, CT 28.02, CT 29.02, CT 29.03, 
CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT.cr~CT.CT 
~CT.CT69,crm~CTUCT~CT~CTm~CT85.~ 
G!' 85.05, CT 85.~ CT 85.07, CT 85.09, CT 85.10, CT 85.11, CT 85.12, 
CT.~CT.CT~~CT~02,CT.CT~CT~CTn~ 
CT 11.02, CT 91.03, cr 91.04, CT 91.~ CT 92.01, CT 92.02, CT 93.01, 
CT 93.03, CT 93 04. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 73.01-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 101,102, 109, 110, 201, 202, 209, 210, 301, 307, 401, 405, 
and.we, CT 75-That portion contained within the following Blocks: 
102,103, i04, 105, 1~ 107, 108, 109, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206,207,.00 
209, 210, 301. J02, 303, 304, 305, m, 307, 308, 309, 405, 406, 602, 603, 6O.'J, 
606, 607, and 608; CT 7~That portion contained within the following 
Blocks: 912,913, 9l4, 919, 921, 922, 923, 924, 925, 930, 931, 932, 933, 936, 
937, 938, and 939; CT7..9.01-Thatportion contained within the follow-
ing Hloc_,s: 105, 1~ 11,';' 201, 210, 211, 301, 310, 311, 409, 410, 411, 412, 
413, 414, 415, 416, 418, and 419; CT 8O.01-That porb':m contained 
within the following Blacks; 1~ 1~ 107, 108, 109, 110, 111 .. 112, 201, 
202,203,204, 205, 2~ 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 309, 312, 401, and 
404; CT 8O.02-That portion contained within tile following Blocks: 
119, 120,121122, 123,201, 202, ~ 204, 2~ 207, _ 209, 210, 211, 212, 
213, 214, 215. anel217. 
Assembly District 79: Assembly District 79 shaD consist of the part 
of San Diego County contained within the following whole and par-
tial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 7, c"T 8, CT 13, G714, CT 15, CT 25.01, 
CT25.02, CT26, CT27.04, CT27.~ CT27.()6, CT30.01, CT30.02, CT 
31.01, CT 31.02, C.T 31.03, CT 31.04, Ci 11.~ CT 31.07, CT 31.08, CT 
~~cr~02,CT~~CT~~CT~CTU~CTU02,CT35, 
CT~CT~CT~CT4O,CT~CT.CT~CT.CT~CT 
~CT~CT5O,cr~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT.CT~ 
CT~CT~02,CT~99,CT~99,CT~~CT~02,CT~~ 
CT 140.01, CT 140.02, CT 141, CT 142. cr 143, G -; 144. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 32.04-That portion not contained within 
the Cities of National City and Chula Vista; CT 32.U7-That portion 
not r;, 'ntained within the CityafChula Vista; CT 1.'J4.01-Thatportion 
not contained within the City of Chula Vista; CT 134.03-Thatportion 
not contained within the City of Chula Vista; CT l~That portion 
not conta![,ed within the City of La Mesa. 
Assembly District 80: Assembly District 80 shall (_IlSi:'t of the whole 
County of Imperial, together with the part of San Diego COlmty 
contained within the following whole and partial census tract:;: 
lVhole Census Tracts: CT 100.01, CT 100.02, CT 100.03, CT 100.04, 
CTlOO.05, CT 100.~ CT 101.04, CT 101.~ CT 101.07, CT 114, CT 115 
CT 116, CT 117, CT 118, cr 119, CT 120, CT .. Zl, CTl22, cr 123.0 
CT~02,CT~~CT~~CT~CT~CTmCT~~ 
~CT~CTm~crm02,CT~~CT~02,CT~~ 
cr 133,02, CT 133.03, CT 13:J.fJ4. 
Partial Census Tracts: C"r 32.04-That portion contained within the 
following Blocks: 117, 119, 125, 140, 203, 204, :?05, 206, 207, and 211; 
togeth"!r with that portion of Blocks 105 and 125 contained within the 
City of CJ>uJa Vista; and togetber with that L'"!()rtion of Block 212 
containt!d within the City oFNadoI,.;l City; cr 32.07-That portion of 
ilocks 90C and 908 contained within the City of Chula Vista; cr 
100.07-That portiLn contained within Block Group 6; and together 
with that po, Hon contained withi.1 the Following Blocks: 102, 103, 104, 
and 106; cr 101.03-That portion contained within the Following 
Blocks: 100, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, and 903; cr 
101.05-That portion contained within the Follo",ing Blocks: 702, 703, 
704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 901, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 909, and 910,' 
cr 133.05-That portion contained within the FoUfJwing Blocks: 105, 
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 114, 115, 116, 123 126, 127, 128, 130, 131, 132, 133, 
134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 14(), 141, 142, 143, 145, 146, and 147,' and 
together with that portion of Blocks 120 and 124 contained within the 
City of Chula Vista; cr 134.01-That portion contained witbin the 
City of Chula Vista; cr 134.03-That portion contained within the 
City of Chula Vistll; cr 134.04-That portion contained u-ithin the 
Following Blocks: lOll, 106, 110, 111, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 
309, 310, 311, 312, 313, and 328; and together with that portion of Block 
314 contained within the City oFChula Vista; cr 211-That portion 
contained within the area south oFCampo Road (State Highway 94) 
to Shockey Truck Road to Tierra de SFJl Road to State Highway 94 to 
Jeweli Valley Road to old Highway 80 to the Imperial Lounty line; and 
together with that portion contained south of State Highway 94 east 
of Ribbonwood Road; CT 213-That portion contained within the 
area south of Otay Mountpin Road in Enumeration District <'151; and 
together with that portion contained south of Otay Mountain Truck 
Road. 
SEC. 6. If any provision of t~s at t or the application thereof to any 
person or circumstance~ is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect 
other provisiops or applications of the act which can be given effect 
\vithout the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provi-
sions of this act are severable. 
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